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Derogatory and Inflammatory Accusations:


• On 18 August 2019, prior to Sarah Botsford's late arrival to work, morning medications for Resident-SW were
prepared by myself. The medications were dispensed into Resident-SW's daily medication-marked container


with the lid on. Metamucil had been placed into a plastic cup whereas the liquid would be added later when
Susan was ready to be receive her morning medications.


Medications were left prepared upon Resident-SW's tray and, as per normal procedure, the tray would be
taken down to her with her breakfast items. I then existed the kitchen to document the $5.00 on Resident-


SW's daily budget form. I brought the money and placed it on Resident-SW's tray.


Sarah stated to me directly that she had removed four (4) pills from the Metamucil I had just prepared. I
immediately corrected Sarah and advised her she was mistaken. Sarah however, insisted that she had
performed this action. I made one more attempt at stating to Sarah that there were no medications inserted


in the Metamucil before I picked up the tray and brought it down to Resident-SW. I did not discuss this matter
any further with Sarah given her adamant and determined disposition.


am submitting the following pertinent and valuable information, forIn detailing the specifics of my complaints
your express purpose(s).


URGENT ATTENTION REQUIRED


ATTN: Mr. Bill Doorschot
Chief Executive Officer
ABILITIES COMMUNITY SERVICES
1102 Craigflower Road
Victoria, BC V9A 2Y1


RE:  Formal Notice of Complaint/Grievance


RE:  Unprofessional Staff Conduct and Workplace Harassment


Dear Bill,


As per our previous discussions and correspondence, I wish to formally submit my official notice of
complaint/grievance for your respectful attention and immediate consideration and direction.


Respectfully, a number of serious and deeply-troubling conditions have been previously conveyed to you in
the hope that immediate action toward eliminating any further workplace disparities be addressed and resolved,
without delay. This formal complaint constitutes my official submission in which to substantiate the most
serious of these issues and concerns identified. As such, this letter serves to detail specifics of my complaint
being issued concerning Sarah Botsford, and to request that a formal investigation of these complaints be
initiated immediately.


Catherine M. Maguire
1 Price Road
Victoria, BC
V9B 1V4


October?, 2019







•Sarah has stated to two co-workers Lucy and Cassie that I have chosen select medications of Resident-SW
and placed them in with her Metamucil so as to cause S.W. to sleep.


•Sarah has stated her conviction that I have done so in order to cause Resident-SW to sleep so as I would not
have to deal with Resident-SW while on shift.


•Sarah commented to co-worker, Lucy, that I have given the most PRN's to the Blenkinsop Residents in my
care and suggesting that I am drugging our Residents unnecessarily.


•Sarah has stated to a co-worker, Lucy, that I am lazy.


•Sarah made the comment to co-worker, Lucy, that I choose not to cook meals when I am on shift.


•Again, Sarah commented to co-worker, Lucy, that I am trying to harm Resident-SW with medication. The
co-worker, Lucy, advised Sarah to take any concerns she has directly to CEO, Bill Doorschot as she does
not wish to engage in any further dialogue of this nature.


•On the occasion whereby CEO Bill Doorschot was interviewing Georgia at the Blenkinsop Residence:
Co-worker, Michelle, and I arrived for our respective afternoon shifts at 3pm. While in the staff office area,
Sarah stated to us directly that, upon her return to the Blenkinsop Residence with Resident-MMC, Georgia
was at the front door, upon their arrival. Sarah advised us that Georgia commented, "oh you are back early?
We were not expecting you back so soon." Sarah further stated that Georgia appeared all red in her face and
sweaty and was implying that "something" had taken place between Georgia and Bill Doorshot. My response
was to ignore Sarah, and her statements completely while my co-worker, Michelle, made a comment to shut
the conversation down immediately.


As per these above-noted specific examples provided, Sarah Botsford has made repeated statements of a
defamatory nature which seriously undermines my professional integrity and competence as a health services
professional of over 40 years experience. Specifically, her slanderous statements reflect the following serious
accusations:


A.That I improperly pour and administer medications routinely to our Blenkinsop Residents.
B.That I intentionally mis-administer medications to our Blenkinsop Residents and over-medicate them


for the sole purpose of avoiding contact with them and neglecting my duties and responsibilities, as
expected.


C.That I am lazy and refuse to cook meals; thus, further neglecting my duties and responsibilities as a
professional employee with the Blenkinsop Residence.


These statements issued by Sarah Botsford, separately and combined, serve to accuse me of unprofessional,
unethical and unsafe workplace behaviours and practices and could even be subject to criminal investigation,
given the serious implications and potentially harmful outcomes of these accusations levied against me.


These serious and damaging accusations and inappropriate false comments are a direct defamation of my
character and have, and continue to, affect me physically and emotionally. I have had trouble sleeping. I have
experienced extreme pain in my body and have suffered instant headaches from my distress experienced as
a result of my fears of what next I will be accused of by Sarah and her on-going and unfounded accusations of
my relationship with the Residents whose care I am entrusted. I am no longer prepared to walk on eggshells
or allow myself to be subjected to this further unwarranted, unfounded and completely blatant workplace abuse
and harassment by Sarah Botsford.


It is these above-noted conditions which exist at the Blenkinsop Residence that are, unfortunately, contributing
to a far-worsening work environment for myself and others. These conditions detailed in this letter have existed
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Cathy Maguire
Staff Member (Full-time)
Blenkinsop Residence


/CM


cc:   Community Social Services Employers' Association (CSSEA) and the Community Social Services
Bargaining Association Of Unions (CSSBA) - CUPE 3999 (*To be forwarded by Mr. Bill Doorschot, CEO)


Mr. Craig Maguire, Complainant's Appointed Legal Representative and Professional Advocate


now for many months Bill. They have only worsened to a degree of toxicity for which staff, including myself,
are under such extreme emotional distress and we are even fearful to attend our schedule shifts in anticipation
of additional hardships and abuses being perpetrated toward us.


Although I stand on my own in detailing these toxic conditions to you, in this formal letter, I again must reiterate
that further details confirming and authenticating these conditions is readily available through your other staff
members at the Blenkinsop Residence. It is not my assumption or desire that you take my word alone on these
disturbing claims stated.


These seriously damaging accusations and inappropriate false comments are a direct defamation of my
character and, as a result, have and continue to affect my physical health and emotional well-being. I have had
trouble sleeping. I have experienced extreme pain in my body and have suffered instant headaches from stress
resulting of my fears of what new and continuing accusations will be issued next by Sarah Botsford. These
unfounded accusations further degrade and pose serious concerns relating to my professional relationship and
competency with the individuals in need of care at the Blenkinsop Residence. I am no longer prepared to walk
on eggshells or allow myself to be subjected to this further unwarranted and inexcusable abuse and
harassment.


Lastly, please be advised that I am willing and prepared to attend any formal meetings scheduled, in response
to my concerns identified in this formal submission. With this said, please be advised that I will be accompanied
to all such scheduled meetings with a personally-appointed legal representative and professional
advocate. Additionally, I reserve and maintain all rights to seek and actively engage any additional legal
measures, such as filing for criminal prosecution, on the basis of defamation of character and the significant
emotional distress experienced, as a direct result of Ms. Sarah Botsford's purposeful and intentional
unprofessional conduct, at my sole discretion.


Thank you Bill for your anticipated interest and dedication in addressing these concerns, as you deem
appropriate.


Respectfully,
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It is my sincere hope that this letter will be received by you with the attention and concern it deserves. It is
important and pertinent that I state that I have always been respectful and cooperative in working with you and
that our interactions and engagements, as such, have always maintained a professional etiquette and mutually-
collaborative demeanour.


Over the past few weeks, a number of events have transpired that have led to my concerns, as outlined in this
correspondence. As per usual practice, I am not affected by rumours and innuendos spread in the workplace.
Given the magnitude of these statements received however, and the unusual condition that they involve you
directly, I believe the best course of action is to make you aware of these accusations and to collaborate directly
with you on "next steps" in remedying this unfortunate circumstance.


Statements conveyed to me recently include, but are not limited to, the following:


a)That you have expressed your displeasure concerning me with various staff and have adopted a belief that
I am a trouble-maker and have lost your respect;


b)That you have expressed your belief that the Blenkinsop Residence is the only home with "troubles" and
that you have conveyed to others your belief that I am directly responsible for these "troubles" experienced;


c)That continued accusations and derogatory statements have been issued by select staff indicating that my
treatment and mannerism in working with the residents at the Blenkinsop Residence is "less than" cordial


and pleasant;
d)That my expressed interest in becoming involved with the Union, as of lately, has contributed to your


perception and belief that I am "creating" and "perpetuating" on-going adversarial issues and that my
purpose is to create "problems" for the organization, and for you directly.


e)That you have stated that my previous interactions and correspondence with you have been rude and
disrespectful in its tone and disposition in raising and addressing workplace issues with you;


f)That your anger, distrust and displeasure with me has represented an apparent and continued scrutiny and
lack of confidence in me by our new manager, Rosa, in her role as my direct supen/isor; and lastly,


g)That you have expressed your perception that I am directly responsible for encouraging and instigating


Catherine Mary Maguire
For your attention and consideration


Dear Bill,


RE:


PRIVATE &
CONFIDENTIAL


ATTENTION REQUESTED
11 February 2020


E-Mailedon 11 February 2020


ABILITIES COMMUNITY SERVICES
Mr. Bill Doorschot, Chief Executive Officer
1102 Craigflower Road
Victoria, BC V9A 2Y1
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ATTACHMENT: Physician/Medical Note, dated 11 February 2020
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other Blenkinsop Staff members in representing their issues of opposition and concerns expressed
to management and with you.


Again, it needs to be reinforced Bill that I do not subscribe to these accusations and innuendos, as described
above, as at no time have I ever sensed or been made aware of your displeasure with me. It is my understanding
that we have always demonstrated conscientious and courteous regard toward each other and, although
we may not always agree on all issues or topics, this does not negate or disqualify the mutual respect
maintained between us.


In addressing some of the concerns expressed, as outlined above, please permit me this opportunity to state that
my interest in the Union is purely educational and supportive in nature. The training scheduled is,
to my understanding, to provide an understanding on the role and purpose of the Union and in becoming
an effective representative for staff in supporting them and their expressed concerns. This is neither intended
nor suggestive of an adversarial perspective or purpose but rather, an opportunity for consistency and
professional approaches in addressing staff issues and concerns.


It is my assertion Bill, regardless of the legitimacy of the above-noted statements, that it may be beneficial that you
address these issues directly, in written format, to confidently affirm your position. Your role as CEO is a
very demanding one and deserving of mutual respect and supportive staff relations. It is my firm belief
that we have always maintained this essential workplace commodity with one another and that there
exists little, if any, rationale or reasoning to the accusations and innuendos represented by these statements, as
shared with you in this correspondence.


Lastly, in continuing to feel overwhelmed and targeted by select staff members, the result has been a gradual and
consistent decline in my health and overall well-being. Given these conditions, I have secured
additional medical advice and direction via my family physician. As per his directives, I am recommended to stop
work immediately and utilize a medical leave of absence. Although this is not my preference or desire, I
believe it is necessary and have agreed to follow my doctor's recommendation, as directed. Please find
attached a copy of my physician's note and be advised that my last day of work will have been Sunday
February 9. 2020. I do not know an anticipated return-to-work date, at this time.


It is no-doubt unsettling and disturbing to have indications of concern expressed regarding our
working relationship and demeanour with one another. Again, I am truly at a loss in
understanding or accepting such statements. Regardless, it needs to be clarified and confirmed that, despite
any difference of opinions expressed, we continue to maintain the same professional regard and disposition


that is equally afforded to us both.


It remains my hope and ambition that you will respond to this correspondence, as soon as possible,
in which to address these concerns raised and to ensure the continued continuity and
consistency in our communications and our mutually-respectful work relationship with one another.


Thank you Bill for your astute understanding and anticipated collaboration.


Respectfully yours,


WITHOUT
PREJUDICE


Page 2.
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11 Feb2020


Catherine Maguire
12Sep1957
1 Price Road View Royal
VictonaBC V98 1V4


Catherine is unable to work as of February 11, 2020, due to medical illness. To be reassessed March 30, 2020.


3-1153 Esquimau Road, Victoria, BG, VSA 3N7 Phone: (778) 265-4305 Fax: (778) 265-4306
Email: office@esquifnaitmedicaiciinic.coin


ESQUIMALT MEDICAL CLINIC
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Claim background
Ms. Catherine Maguire was referred for psychological assessment by WorkSafe BC (WSBC) to help inform claim
decision-making. The referral documentation indicated the worker was employed as a Community Mental Health
Worker for Abilities Community Services Inc. when a co-worker spread a rumour about her over-medicating
clients; Ms. Maguire learned about the rumour on August 18, 2019. Ms. Maguire felt distressed and humiliated
between that time and October 16, 2019. There was another occasion where the co-worker was "screaming" at
her and Ms. Maguire feared for her personal safety. She took three weeks off work between October 17 and
November 7, 2019. Following a meeting with the employer, he reportedly told her she would not have to work
with the individual who harassed her. However, when Ms. Maguire went to work with new staff, she "could feel
the new staff was told something negative about me." There is no reported history of mental health concerns. It


Clinical report


WorkSafeBC claim number
28394615


No ^


initial


Yes ?


Middle


Is worker currently working?Date Of injury (yyyy-mm-dd)


2019-10-17


First name


Catherine


Occupation
Community Mental Health Worker


Worker last name


Maguire


Worker information


Fax number (include area code)


250-598-6088


Phone number (include area code)


250-704-2669


Payee number (vendor number)


2205838
Mailing address/stamp
305 - 645 Fort Street,
Victoria, BC V8W1G2


Name
Dr. Joshua Slatkoff


Provider information


19777 within 10 business days of the appointmentSupplemental PFI psychology/PFI neuropsychology (PFISC)


19776 within 10 business days of the appointmentSupplemental psychology or neuropsychology (PSC)


19774 within 15 business days of the appointmentPFI neuropsychology assessment (PFINAR)


19770 within 10 business days of the appointmentPFI psychology assessment (PFIPAR)


19772 within 15 business days of the appointmentNeuropsychology assessment (NAR)


19768 within 10 business days of the appointmentPsychology assessment (PAR)


Bill this fee code
(when report submitted within timeline below)


Report type
(please check one)


Date of service (first appointment with client) (yyyy-mm-dd)
2020-12-13


Date of report (yyyy-mm-dd)


2020-02-14


MAIL
WorkSafeBC
PO Box 4700 Stn Terminal
Vancouver BC V6B 1J1


FILE COPT
FAX
604 233-9777
Toll-free 1 888 922-8807


CLAIMS CALL CENTRE
Phone 604 231-8888
Toll-free 1 888 967-5377
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Prior to data collection, the worker was informed of the purpose of the assessment and the limits of
confidentiality, as dictated by the referral source's requirements and the standards of the College of
Psychologists of B.C. Ms. Maguire was encouraged to ask questions before signing a consent form. The worker
appeared to understand, verbally agreed to participate under these limits, and provided written informed
consent. Ms. Maguire was provided feedback on the assessment findings prior to the report being submitted to
WSBC.


Review of File Data


The entire provided medical disclosure (January 14, 2020) was reviewed. The following notations include a
summary of reports that provide a chronological history of basic claim events relevant in terms of psychological
factors during the claim duration. In brief, the notations provide the historical file data upon which new
assessment data were combined to reach the opinions stated later in this report.


Worker submission (December 16, 2019)
o      Letter from the worker to Mr. Bill Doorschot (September 18, 2019): Details the worker's concerns about:
scheduling; noted that a co-worker falsely accused her of over-medicating a resident so they would fall asleep;
tardiness of employees; clients being improperly managed on late-night outings; improper kitchen hygiene
habits; food containers improperly leaving the site; staff using too much fridge space; the work van being used


Clinical Interview
Minnesota Multiphasic Personality Inventory- 2 (MMPI-2-RF)
PTSD Checklist for the DSM-5 (PCL-5)
PHQ-9
GAD-7
World Health Organization Disability Assessment Schedule (2.0)


February 13, 2020
February 13, 2020
February 13, 2020
February 13, 2020
February 13, 2020
February 13, 2020


Limits of Confidentiality


was noted on the referral form that decisions of the employer were not compensable.


Specific referral questions included:
•Evaluation of the risk of harm to self or others.
•Provision of a comprehensive DSM-5 diagnostic formulation at the time of the incident and currently.


Provision of a causal analysis for each diagnosis as related to the work events and non-claim related
issues, including the impact of pre-existing, co-existing, and concurrent factors.


Outline temporary and/or permanent restrictions and limitations.
Provision of treatment recommendations and prognosis.
Discussion of vocational rehabilitation barriers and return to work considerations.
Provision of an opinion on whether the condition has attained maximal clinical recovery.
Description of functioning in activities of daily living; social functioning; concentration, persistence, and


pace; and decompensation in work or work-like settings.


Assessment procedures included:


WorkSafeBC claim number


28394615
Middle initialFirst name


Catherine
Worker last name
Maguire
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Clinical interview
Behavioural Observations


Ms. Maguire arrived on time for an 8:30 AM assessment appointment. The interview lasted one hour and 30
minutes. She was neatly groomed and casually attired. Her appearance was consistent with her reported age.
Rapport was easily established and maintained throughout the assessment. Her affect was mildly tearful when
discussing the workplace incidents, but mood was otherwise moderate. Eye contact was positive. Her speech
was normal in terms of production, rate, and volume. She demonstrated a good expressive and receptive
vocabulary. Ms. Maguire was a good historian and appeared to respond without exaggeration or defensiveness.
She was able to accurately recount details and event sequences. During the psychometric portion of the
assessment, she understood directions easily and worked independently, completing materials within an
average length of time.


Worker Report of Presenting Problems


Worker description of the workplace incidents. Ms. Maguire reported that she began full-time work as a Mental
Health Support Worker for Abilities Community Services on May 16, 2019. She reported that she very much
enjoyed supporting clientele as part of her work. She also described supportive relationships with her co-
workers. She did note that she would have appreciated more communication with her Director, but it did not
unduly stress her. She did note being uncomfortable when she observed a co-worker stealing from the worksite.
Nonetheless, she reported positive sleep. She stated that she had good energy and concentration. She
described positive relations with her husband. She had no difficulty keeping up with housework. Overall, she
rated her mood at 10/10 (10 best).


Ms. Maguire reported that on August 18, 2019, she learned from a co-worker that another co-worker, Sarah, had
been saying that Ms. Maguire was over-medicating a client so that she would not have to care for her. Initially,


for personal errands. The worker noted that the defamatory comments by her co-worker have resulted in her
having difficulty sleeping, headaches, and worries about further harassment.
o      Letter from the worker to Mr. Bill Doorschot (October 4, 2019): The worker noted that her previous
concerns had not been addressed. She indicated that she intended to attend the RCMP to seek a restraining
order against the co-worker who had been spreading rumours about her. She also indicated that she was
planning to make a complaint to Community Living BC and to her union.
o     Letter by Mr. Bill Doorschot, Director (October 16, 2019): It was indicated that Ms. Maguire's claim that a
co-worker spread rumours about her over-medicating a client was substantiated and that there was no evidence
that over-medication had taken place. Mediation was recommended.
oLetter by Dr. Andrew Jarvis (October 17, 2019): Indicates that as of October 17, 2019, Ms. Maguire is
unable to work due to medical illness and will be reassessed November 28, 2019.


Worker's Application for Compensation and Report of Injury or Occupational disease (October 24, 2019)
o      Indicates that a supervisor had allowed the co-worker who harassed her to continue to work in the group
home. The worker endorsed headaches, stomach pains, difficulty breathing, chest pains, loss of appetite,
difficulty sleeping, crying, and difficulty completing housework.


•No historical medical records were included with the disclosure.


WorkSafeBC claim number
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Ms. Maguire thought that it was a strange comment to make but she did not feel particularly concerned.
However, few days later, she heard from other staff that Sarah was also saying this to them. After hearing the
rumours several more times, she became concerned about her reputation being damaged, so she told her boss
about it. Ms. Maguire reported that both before and after she learned of Sarah spreading the rumour, she had
occasionally bought bags of groceries for Sarah who was a single mother. Sarah seemed to accept the gifts
without reservation. Ms. Maguire noted that she did not mind continuing to buy groceries because she knew it
would help Sarah's children and she was able to put her upset feelings towards her aside.


From the end of August 2019 until October 2019, she continued to feel distressed when she had to work with
Sarah. She felt particularly concerned when shifts were rearranged so that she ended up working with Sarah
when she had not expected to. She worried about further accusations from Sarah. She texted her boss to find
out if Sarah was working with her in order to know how concerned she should be. She had difficulty falling
asleep, sometimes staying awake until 2:00 AM because she worried about having to work with Sarah. She had
a harder time cooking because it was difficult for her to concentrate and so she and her husband ordered food in
more often. She felt less motivated to clean the house. She was feeling withdrawn from friends. She tried to
reach out to her Director, but she generally felt that he was not responsive and she felt dismissed by him.


On October 17, 2019, her family physician recommended she go off work. Ms. Maguire noted that she missed
being at work, in particular seeing her co-workers and her clients. She missed having a sense of purpose during
the day. During the time she was off work, she spent her days meeting With her family physician and filling out
insurance forms. She felt somewhat guilty about not being at work. However, she did note that there was some
improvement to her sleep while she was off work. She also noted that it felt validating to be missed by her co-
workers. Ms. Maguire returned to work on November 7, 2019. When she returned, she no longer had to work
with Sarah as Sarah had left the company. She noted that there were no more rumours about her over-
medicating clients.


A new set of concerns emerged for Ms. Maguire when she returned to work on November 7, 2019. There was a
new manager and Ms. Maguire felt micromanaged and picked on by the new manager; she noted that she was
frequently called into her office for what seemed to Ms. Maguire to be trivial concerns. She cited examples about
her manager having an issue with Ms. Maguire bringing a client to eat at a restaurant where her husband was
also eating when this would normally not be a concern. She cited another example where her manager was
critical of her for cautioning a new staff member about giving sharp objects to clients. Ms. Maguire felt picked on
for being involved in union work and thought she was being painted as a "troublemaker." She appreciated being
well supported by her co-workers during this time. More recently, Ms. Maguire heard that the Director was telling
another staff member not to believe what Ms. Maguire says. Ms. Maguire has been feeling "emotionally shut
down." She feels "worried about what (I) will be called in for next." She has been having difficulty falling asleep.
She feels helpless because thinks she is out of control of her life. She feels embarrassed about the accusations.
She is tearful most days. She met with her family physician who recommended that she go off work. She has not
attended since February 10, 2020 and has been recommended to stay off until March 30, 2020.


Ms. Maguire has not attended any counselling related to the incidents. She does not think it would be helpful
because she sees the root cause as being the mistreatment she has received at work and that she cannot get
better unless her work situation changes.


Current psychosocial stressors. She described feeling worried about her finances since being off work. She
stated there are no current stressors within her family or within any other part of her life currently.


WorkSafeBC claim number
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Medical/health. She reported a previous back injury as well as arthritis but stated that she is generally able to
work, with some physical limitations. She has a thyroid condition as well as diabetes, but she reported these are
both managed well with medications (Metformin and Eltroxin). She also takes medication for cholesterol.


She eats one or two meals per day. She drinks one or two cups of coffee per day. She stated that she generally
does not drink alcohol, except for a drink at Christmas and Easter. She denied use of marijuana or any other
substances.


Psychological symptoms. On review of depressive symptoms over the past two weeks, she self-rated her
current mood at 6/10 (10 best). She described feeling emotionally flat and she has less enjoyment of cooking
and baking. She estimated energy levels as being 60% of usual levels. She described diminished appetite. She
goes to bed at midnight or 1:00 AM and stated that it generally takes about 40 minutes to fall asleep. She sleeps
soundly through the night and then wakes up at around 7:00 AM. She endorsed both psychomotor agitation and
slowing. She feels somewhat useless. She noted difficulty concentrating, for instance when completing
paperwork for her claim. She denied any changes to her libido. She denied any current or past suicidal ideation
or attempts.


On review of posttraumatic stress symptoms over the past month, she reported that she is not particularly
troubled by disturbing memories of the incidents. She denied any dreams or flashbacks related to the incidents.
She did note that it upsets her to think about the harassment and she was tearful when doing so in session. She
also endorsed physical anxiety in the form of muscle tightness in her back and chest when thinking about the
harassment. She tries to avoid feeling upset about the harassment. Although she is avoiding the worksite, she is
still in touch with co-workers. She has no difficulty remembering aspects of the harassment. She does not
believe that it has changed how she sees herself or the world. She continues to have a lot of compassion for the
individual who harassed her as well as her Director. She denied any heightened anger. She did note a loss of
interest in baking and cooking. She is able to feel close to loved ones and to experience positive feelings. She is
somewhat more irritable with her husband. She denied engaging in any self-destructive behaviour. She denied
any hypervigilance or feeling easily startled.


On review of other mental health concerns, there were no indications of generalized anxiety, panic disorder,
phobias, mania, social anxiety, obsessive-compulsive disorder, or psychosis.


Psychosocial context. Ms. Maguire has been married for 16 years. She had a previous marriage between 1980
and 2003. She does not have children. She described feeling well supported by her husband, her nine siblings
and their spouses who live in Ontario, and her co-workers. She noted that she has discussed the workplace
harassment with her husband and friends and feels ready to move on with her work life.


Activities of daily living. She described a typical day as awakening at 9:00 AM. She spends her day tidying the
kitchen and the living room, working on insurance forms, driving to pick up the mail, strolling on the beach, and
then has dinner at home. She also plays cards and does crafts during the day, as well as watch television.


She reported showering daily. She described no difficulty keeping up with housework, grocery shopping, and
banking. She is not engaged in any regular physical exercise, but this is longer standing. She enjoys playing
guitar.
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Psychometric testing and analysis (list all tests administered)


The MMPI-2 is an empirically-derived measure of personality and psychosocial functioning. This questionnaire
is the most widely-used instrument for addressing an individual's test-taking attitudes that could distort the
results of testing (Greenberg, Otto, and Long, 2003). Such factors could include failure to complete test items
properly, carelessness, reading difficulties, confusion, exaggeration, malingering, or defensiveness. The MMPI-2
qualifies for general acceptance within the scientific community (Otto, 2002). The Restructured Form (2008)
was used for the current assessment. Her profile had a consistent response style, indicating that she
understood and attended to item content. Validity scales measuring over-reporting (Scales F-r=56, Fp-r=42) and
under-reporting (L-r=57, K-r=48) were within normal limits. In short, her profile is likely to be an accurate


Collateral interviews (if any)
n/a


Worker's Report of Background Information


Ms. Maguire was born and raised in Sault Ste. Marie, Ontario. Both of her parents are deceased and she
described positive relations with them. She also described positive relations with her 10 siblings, one of whom
has died; she is the second youngest. She described her childhood as growing up on a farm. She was very close
to her family and also had a good group of friends in the community. She enjoyed cooking and baking. She
completed farm chores each day. She denied any exposure to trauma, including sexual or physical abuse.


She completed grade 12, mostly earning B's. In 2003, she earned a diploma as a Child and Youth Worker from
Sault College. In 2011, she earned a diploma in Addictions from a University in Winnipeg. She reported that she
worked for Community Living in Ontario between 1980 and 2010. In 2010, she moved to Winnipeg for her
husband's job and then worked as an Educational Consultant in an Addictions treatment centre. In 2014, she
and her husband moved to Fort McMurray where she worked as a Support Worker providing life skills to
individuals with FASD. She and her husband lost their belongings in the Fort McMurray fire in 2016 and then
moved to Victoria because they had friends there. She has been looking for work since she arrived in Victoria
and had a one-month contract as a private caregiver prior to securing her position at Abilities Community
Services.


She denied any previous head injuries or seizures.


She denied any criminal record.


She reported that she has never been diagnosed with a mental health condition, nor has she attended
counselling. Her only psychotropic medication was Ativan prescribed in October 2019 and she took only four of
the 10 pills that she was prescribed.


Worker Perspective on Return to Work


Ms. Maguire has been off work since February 10, 2020. At this point, she does not anticipate returning to her
former place of employment and will be seeking alternative work. She would like to remain in the same field. She
indicated that she would appreciate support for work search.
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Conclusion


Limitations of Opinions and Conclusions


Much of the information presented in this report is based upon self-report. In terms of factual statements about
Ms. Maguire and her history, the veracity of the information presented in this report is (unless otherwise noted as
being supported by collateral sources), of course, directly related to her honesty and candour in the assessment
process. The author of this report reserves the right to alter an expressed opinion as the present analysis of
results may change, subject to the availability of additional information.


representation of her current psychological functioning. Elevations on clinical scales suggest the following
hypotheses:


She reported experiencing poor physical health.
There were no indications of thought disorder or maladaptive acting out behaviours.


•She reported enjoying social situations and is likely to be perceived as outgoing.


The PTSD Checklist for the DSM-5 (PCL-5) is a 20-item instrument that mirrors the DSM-5 diagnostic criteria for
Posttraumatic Stress Disorder. The National Centre for PTSD has provided a scoring protocol, with suggested
diagnostic criteria and cut-off scores for evaluating the level of potential PTSD symptomatology. It is recognized
that Ms. Maguire's workplace bullying would not meet DSM-5's PTSD criterion A which requires exposure to
actual or threatened death, serious injury, or sexual violence. However, an examination of her reaction to the
workplace incidents is still helpful. She was administered this questionnaire with respect to time frames. For the
period of time she was off work (October to November 2019), her overall score (25/80) was subthreshold fora
diagnosis of PTSD. Nonetheless, she endorsed moderate or higher posttraumatic stress symptoms including
disturbing memories of the harassment, feeling upset and having strong physical reactions when reminded of the
harassment, avoiding thinking about the harassment, loss of interest in activities, feeling cut off from people, and
having difficulty with concentration and sleep. Her overall PCL-5 score (23/80) and pattern of responses for the
month prior to the assessment was nearly identical.


The PHQ-9 is a nine-item questionnaire designed to evaluate the presence of depression symptoms, as required
by the DSM-5. Her overall score (15/27) for the period of time she was off work (October to November 2019)
was in the "moderately severe" range. She endorsed loss of pleasure, feeling down, having difficulty with sleep,
fatigue, lowered appetite, feeling badly about herself, and difficulty concentrating more than half the days during
that period. For the two weeks preceding the current assessment, her overall score (10/27) was in the lower end
of the "moderate" range. She endorsed feeling down and having difficulty with sleep more than half the days.
Several days in the past two weeks, she has had loss of interest in activities, fatigue, lowered appetite, feeling
badly about herself, difficulty concentrating, and psychomotor changes. She denied any suicidal thoughts at both
time points.


The GAD-7 is a screening questionnaire for Generalized Anxiety Disorder based on DSM-5 diagnostic criteria.
Her overall score (13/21) for the period of time she was off work (October to November 2019) was in the
"moderate" range. She endorsed difficulty controlling worry and worrying too much about different things nearly
every day. She also endorsed feeling nervous, having difficulty relaxing, and feeling restless more than half the
days during that time. For the two weeks preceding the current assessment, her overall score (12/21) was in the
"moderate" range and her pattern of responses was quite similar.
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Recommendations and summary


Information gathered during the assessment suggests that Ms. Maguire does not present an elevated risk to
herself or to anyone else at this point.


Responses to Referral Questions


1.     DSM-5 Formulation


In considering potential diagnoses, I relied on diagnostic schema specified by the Diagnostic and Statistical
Manual of Mental Disorders: 5th Edition (DSM-5: American Psychiatric Association 2013).


Historical diagnoses:
None noted.


Current diagnoses:
Adjustment Disorder, with mixed anxiety and depressed mood - 309.28 (F43.23)


Relevant physical health issues:
None noted.


Other conditions that may be a focus of clinical attention:
None noted.


The diagnosis of Adjustment Disorder, with mixed anxiety and depressed mood, is based on:
The development of anxiety and depressive symptoms in response to harassment by a co-worker from


August to October 2019. Her anxiety and depressive symptoms significantly affected her ability to work from
October 17 to November 7, 2019. She continued to struggle emotionally when she returned to work, although
not due to rumours spread by her co-worker, as that co-worker was no longer with the employer. Rather, her


In this case:
The worker presented as open and cooperative with all parts of the assessment process.
The worker appeared to give information that was consistent with previous reports provided in the


medical disclosure.
There was consistency between the worker's stated concerns, behavioural presentation on interview, and


responses on clinical questionnaire measures.
•Symptoms and affect were consistent with the expected clinical presentation of someone who is
experiencing mild to moderate anxiety and depressive symptoms, as opposed to unusual symptom complaints.


Testing on the MMPI-2-RF indicated that her responses are likely a good estimate her current level of
psychological difficulty.


No historical medical records were included with the disclosure which limits confidence with respect to
identifying any historical psychological diagnoses.


Overall, a moderately high degree of confidence is associated with the conclusions and opinions offered in this
report.
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anxiety and depressive symptoms when she returned to work related to feeling over-scrutinized by her manager,
leading Ms. Maguire to leave work again on February 10, 2020.


Consideration was given to a diagnosis of Major Depressive Disorder. However, her depressive
symptoms do not appear sufficient to justify this diagnosis, neither currently nor during October and November
2019. A diagnosis of Generalized Anxiety Disorder does not apply as the worker's anxiety relates uniquely to the
workplace environment, rather than being more generalized in nature. A diagnosis of PTSD cannot be assigned
because the workplace harassment, while distressing, would not meet DSM-5's PTSD criterion A which requires
exposure to actual or threatened death, serious injury, or sexual violence.


2.     Etiology


Causal analysis.


Ms. Maguire's current Adjustment Disorder, with mixed anxiety and depressed mood, is seen to be the result of
several factors:


Predisposing Factors:
None noted.


Precipitating Factors:
By Ms. Maguire's account, she was not experiencing any mental health symptoms prior to learning in


August 2019 that her co-worker was spreading a rumour about her. She was also reportedly functioning well at
work and at home. She experienced the harassment by her co-worker as humiliating and distressing and it led to
the development of anxiety and depressive symptoms that persisted until early November 2019. As such, the
compensable workplace incident is seen as a Major precipitating factor in the development of her Adjustment
Disorder, with mixed anxiety and depressed mood, for October and November 2019.


She continues to meet criteria for Adjustment Disorder, with mixed anxiety and depressed mood,
although the Major precipitating factor at this time is what she perceives as over-scrutiny by her manager.


Maintaining Factors:
None noted.


Exacerbating Factors:
In addition to the bullying, Ms. Maguire identified a number of workplace stressors in her December 16,


2019 submission to WSBC that continue to bother her. These include tardiness of employees; clients being
improperly managed on late-night outings; improper kitchen hygiene habits; food containers improperly leaving
the site; staff using too much fridge space; and the work van being used for personal errands. The cumulative
impact of these stressors on her current psychological symptoms is likely Moderate.


Ms. Maguire described feeling disappointed that her Director was not more responsive to her workplace
concerns. The impact of this factor is likely Moderate.


Ms. Maguire endorsed worry about her finances at this time. The impact of this factor is likely Minor to
Moderate.
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The WHODAS 2.0 is a self-report questionnaire that asks the respondent to rate the degree of difficulty they
have experienced due to any health condition in various domains of functioning within the past 30 days. The
respondent uses a 5-point Likert scale (1= none; 2= mild; 3= moderate; 4=severe; 5= extreme or can't do).
Clinician ratings were assigned the same value as the worker's ratings unless there was information obtained in
the interview, psychometric testing, or collateral information to suggest they should be adjusted. The worker's
average impairment ratings for the six domains of functioning were:


Impact of Psychological Symptoms on Functioning:7.


The clinical literature suggests that effective treatments for posttraumatic stress include Cognitive Processing
Therapy (a version of CBT), Prolonged Exposure, and Eye Movement Desensitization and Reprocessing. In this
case, I believe the worker could benefit from some shorter-term counseling (e.g., two to three months of weekly
sessions); CPT could be helpful in restructuring negative beliefs about herself that have developed as a result of
the negative interactions at work, as well as help her manage worries about being bullied in the future. It is
noteworthy that Ms. Maguire does not see the need for counselling at this time as she feels she has adequately
processed her experiences. In any event, her prognosis for improving depressive and anxious symptoms to pre-
workplace incident levels is generally positive, given her positive pre-incident functioning at work, absence of
mental health history, strong social support, and her desire to secure employment in a supportive environment.


I defer to medical experts for any comment about the potential benefits of treatment with psychotropic
medications.


5.VR and Return to Work Considerations
Ms. Maguire is likely ready to return to work in the near future.
The likelihood of a durable return to work would be considerably strengthened if she finds work with a


different employer, given her significant lack of trust in her current workplace. As well, she has indicated she is
not willing to return to work for her current employer. She could benefit from support to secure new employment.


6.Maximal Clinical Recovery
MCR has not been reached. Her symptoms are likely to improve over the next two to three months, if


she is participates in counselling and if she is able to secure employment free of harassment.


Recommendations for Treatment4.


3.     Work Impact of Diagnosed Psychological Conditions:


Limitations are likely temporary: Lowered energy could occasionally limit her stamina for full shifts and her
productivity at work. Mild to moderate difficulty concentrating could occasionally limit her ability to problem-
solve, multitask, pay close attention to detail, and work to deadlines. Lapses in concentration could affect the
accuracy of safety sensitive work, for instance administering medication. Tearfulness could occasionally limit the
effectiveness of her interpersonal interactions.


Restrictions: Ms. Maguire should not be subject to further bullying or harassment in order to prevent a
worsening of her symptoms. She should not perform safety sensitive tasks until such time she finds that her
concentration is at full capacity.
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Personal information on this form is collected for the purposes of administering a worker's compensation claim by WorkSafeBC in accordance with the Workers Compensation Act
and the Freedom of Information and Protection of Privacy Act. For further information about the collection of personal information, please contact WorkSafeBC's Freedom of
Information Coordinator at PO Box 2310 Stn Terminal, Vancouver BC, V6B 3W5, or telephone 604 279-8171.


Date (yyyy-mm-dd)


No critical concerns.
If no, provide rationale


Yes ?   No 
case manager
Feedback session with


Dr. Joshua Slatkoff, R. Psych.
College of Psychologists of B.C. (Reg. # 1774)


Worker rating Clinician rating
Cognition (e.g., concentration, memory, problem-solving)


2.0/5  2.0/5
Mobility (e.g., standing, walking, getting out of home)


1.8/5  1.8/5
Self-care (e.g., hygiene, eating, staying by self)


1.2/5  1.2/5
Getting along (e.g., getting along with others, making and maintaining relationships)


1.0/5  1.0/5
Life activities (e.g., household tasks and work/school if applicable)


2.0/5 for home and 2.0/5 for work   2.0/5 for home and 2.0/5 for work
Participation (e.g., physical and social barriers to community participation)


1.8/5  1.8/5
General disability score     1.7/5  1.7/5


Based on data gathered from the medical disclosure, clinical interview, and psychological testing the following
comments are offered.


Activities of daily living are mildly impaired. The worker showers daily. She keeps up with grocery shopping and
banking, but she is mildly delayed with housework.


Social functioning is not impacted. She feels well supported by her husband, siblings, and co-workers.


Concentration, persistence, and pace are mildly impacted. She finds she is somewhat slower in her housework.
She finds it mildly difficult to sustain her focus when completing her insurance forms.


Functioning in work or work-like settings is mildly impacted. See the above description under "Limitations and
Restrictions."
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Craig Maguire, BA, RSW, ACSW, BCCSW, CASW


Registered Social Worker/Therapist 
RSW Registration No.:  2724 (AB), 13284 (BC) 


GST Reg. No.:  801309873RT0001


08 March 2020


DAVID T. JUTEAU, Barrister & Solicitor 
Perlman & Lindholm
19 Dallas Rd., Suite 201
Victoria, British Columbia V8V 5A6


RE: VICTIM IMPACT/ADVISORY STATEMENT OF REFERENCE


Dear Mr. Juteau:


I am writing to you today to offer my support and assistance concerning my wife's recent application to your office for legal 
representation concerning her employer, and specifically, Mr. Bill Doorschot, CEO, Abilities Community Services.


As you are no-doubt aware by this time, a number of serious infractions and abuses have been perpetuated by this above-
named employer in what appears to be a continuous and deliberate demonstration of disrespect, harassment, workplace 
abuses and a series of behaviours which have served to create and maintain a toxic, unhealthy and unsafe workplace for 
the employees.  Additionally, it has likewise served to create conditions of serious threat and potential harm to the clientele 
of this Blenkinsop Residence for which their individual care and well-being is obviously not of concern to the management of 
this Organization.


My rationale for writing you is two-fold:  firstly, I wish to convey the serious and overwhelming effects of the abuses suffered 
by my wife, Cathy.  These simply cannot be understated.  Secondly, it is important to note that, due to the conditions inflicted 
upon my wife, and the loss of income suffered as a result, it has become necessary for me to discontinue and close my 
private practice mental health services as we are unable to manage financial obligations in which to maintain its operations.  
Having been an incorporated practice for 5 years, it has been a struggle in gaining introduction and exposure to our new 
community here on Vancouver Island since relocating here in November 2016.  Although my caseload has increased over 
the few years we have been here, it remains insufficient client volume and income provisions in which to maintain and 
support continued operations.  As I currently have no other income sources and my wife Cathy is currently on medical leave, 
due to her employment conditions, my impact statement is to acknowledge and share the degree to which Mr. Bill 
Doorschot's actions have affected my wife, our family and even my business practice.


In addition to the necessity of closing my professional practice, effective January 4, 2020, the serious and debilitating health 
and wellness concerns it has created for my wife are surely unnecessary, unwarranted and inexcusable.  In a psychological 
report, completed by Dr. Joshua Slatkoff, R. Psych (Reg No. 1774) on February 14, 2020, he concludes that Cathy suffers with 
PTSD symptoms and has diagnosed her officially with Adjustment Disorder, with mixed anxiety and depressive mood - 
309.28 (F43.23).  A diagnosis of PTSD is not possible as per the DSM-5 where as such a diagnosis is only permissible 
where "exposure to actual or threatened death, serious injury or sexual violence" has been evidenced.  None-the-less, 
Cathy's symptoms are assessed by Dr. Statkoff as moderate to higher postraumatic stress symptoms which he clearly 
defines in his assessment report.  Additionally, Dr. Statkoff reports "moderate" depression symptoms as well as "moderate" 
symptoms of Generalized Anxiety Disorder (GAD).  These assessment conclusions support and validate the degree and 
intensity to which my wife has suffered emotionally, and with physical symptoms resulting from the workplace and direct 
harassment and abuse she has endured through this individual, and his business.
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It is important to note, for your reference and convenience, a few historical events that have occurred to assist in portraying 
the conditions that Cathy and I have been subjected and our resolve to maximize our strengths to overcome these 
adversities.  Some of these events include:


i.) In April 2013 I was hospitalized in St. Albert, Alberta (Sturgeon Community Hospital) and underwent  
surgery to save my left arm after a serious fall had all but decimated my arm.  Thankfully, surgeons 
were able to save my arm however, complications arose during the surgery when attempts to revive 
me from the anesthesia were unsuccessful.  Cathy was questioned if I had a DNR order and I was 
effectively in a coma state.  Again, thankfully, surgeons were able to finally stabilize my condition   
whereby I remained in critical care for a week at the hospital.


ii.) In May 2016, we were residing in Fort McMurray, Alberta and were forced to evacuate the City,  
under Orders, due to the uncontrollable forest fires which had swept through the City.  We were 
displaced for over a month, living in a motel in St. Albert, Alberta and were one of the many 
residents who lost everything in these fires - our home, our business and a lifetime of memories 
which can never be replaced.


iii.)  In February 2018, the adjoining townhouse where we reside at 1 Price Road, suffered an electrical 
fire. This fire spread via the wires underground and affected our residence, as well as the residents 
where the fire originated.  These residences are also our landlords and owners of both properties.  
As they were out of town, we immediately summoned fire services and were advised that another 
minute and the entire structure, both townhouses, would have been lost.  Despite the fortune of 
saving our respective homes, we were again displaced in a hotel while repairs and renovations were 
completed.  This resulted in 20 days of hotel living and, if it were not for a family member who 
loaned us the finances to pay the hotel, we would have been homeless and dissolute during this 
time.


iv.) In the summer of 2018, a great nephew, Brandon, and father of four children, was lost when he  
drown in a boating accident in Ontario.  It was only months prior to this that Brandon had lost his   
infant child of a few months due to a serious heart condition. In November 2018, our dear great 
nephew Riley, living with his parents in Ontario, committed and succeeded at the act of suicide.  He 
was 17 years old.  Our family was devastated by this tragedy as well and the significant loss it has 
meant to us all.


v.) In August 2019, while continuing to operate my private practice part-time, my contract with the 
Department of Defense as a Clinical Social Worker at the Base Hospital in Esquimalt concluded.  
Myself and numerous other contract professionals lost our positions of employment.


vi.) In September 2019, another family death was endured when one of my wife's brothers passed away 
from serious long-standing health conditions.


vii.) In August 2019, having only been with her new employer, Abilities Community Services, for approx. 
four months, the workplace harassment and abuses commenced and efforts at engaging her CEO, 
Mr. Bill Doorschot were actioned by my wife, Cathy with little to no support and assistance via her  
employer.


... Page 3.
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As demonstrated above, Cathy and I are no strangers to difficult times and strenuous conditions in our lives.  We have 
endured a great deal of suffering these past years and, on several occasions, have been on the brink of homelessness.  
Despite these conditions, we have succeeded in always managing our situations in meaningful and productive pursuits in 
which to get back on our feet and secure our financial future.


Having said this, the conditions for which my wife has directly been affected, and I indirectly, by Mr. Doorschot's blatant 
workplace abuses and conditions imposed, either by his actions or lack there of, remain constant and on-going to this very 
day.  To add insult to injury, we have been advised that Mr. Doorschot has even re-hired the exact same employee who he 
confirmed, in writing, was guilty of workplace harassment upon Cathy.  This is Mr. Doorschot's determined effort to ensure 
that, under no circumstances, will my wife choose to return to her place of employment and will eventually resign her 
employment position entirely.  This action has been the latest yet far from the only example available in demonstrating the 
blatant abuses that Mr. Doorschot is directly responsible, and needs to be held accountable.


As this letter to you is my formal Victim Impact Statement, I must confess that if it were not my 30+ years as a mental health 
clinician, I'm truly not sure where I would be today and how I would have managed to survive these years of significant loss.  
Likewise, Cathy has 40+ years in the social services and is equally a strong and courageous lady of high standards and 
morales.  We are no-doubt survivors and have continuously, even throughout our own periods of stress and loss, maintained 
our abilities to work with others and provide meaningful services to meet their needs.  This latest event involving Mr. 
Doorschot however is not an act of God or simply a matter of life's little ups and downs.  His failures to conduct himself 
appropriately and ensure his accountability to his employees, as well as the clientele he has been contracted to care for, is no 
accident or oversight.  His conduct rather, is a deliberate and definite show of aggressive and abusive behaviours for which 
he, and he alone, has concluded he is entitled to subject others.  This is not acceptable and, given the impact it has directly 
and indirectly had on my family and my private practice business, I wish to formally submit this confirmation letter of the 
impact experienced by this individual's conduct.


It is for this, and all the other reasons you will be advised of by the complainants in this matter, including my wife, Cathy, that I 
have constructed this letter for your direct attention and reference.  I am surely available to speak or meet with you, upon 
your discretion, at anytime and can be reached in the following manner:


Cell Phone:  (250) 213-8532 E-mail:  craig.maguire@telus.net


It is with much gratitude and appreciation that I submit this letter for your professional guidance, direction and representation 
in addressing this serious and continuing conditions for which many innocent and decent people continue to be victimized.


I look forward to hearing from you, at your convenience.


Respectfully yours,


Craig Maguire, BA, RSW, BCCSW, CASW
CEO/Mental Health Therapist (non-practicing)
Reg. No. 13284


/CM
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From:craig.maguire@telus.net


Sent:Monday, February 24, 2020 2:18 PM
To:Cathy Maguire
Subject:Official Complaint Submission
Attachments:CMAGUIRE - Human Rights Complaint - 24 February 2020.pdf


Importance:High
Sensitivity:Confidential


Cathy Maguire
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EMAIL:
SNOOPS57@TELUS.NET


CELLULAR:
250-882-3468


TELEPHONE: ••
250-882-3468


Purpose of collecting contact information: The Tribunal uses your contact information to process the complaint and conduct
surveys to evaluate and improve its services. The Tribunal will give your mailing address to the other parties for the exchange of
information and other documents. Your additional contact information will only be given to the other parties if you agree.


[7] Check here to tell the Tribunal not to disclose the additional contact information below to the Respondent.


POSTAL CODE."
V9B 5S4BC


CITY: **
VICTORIA


MAILING ADDRESS:**
P.O. BOX 27002


NAME OF LAWYER OR OTHER PERSON WHO REPRESENTS YOU IN THIS COMPLAINT (IF APPLICABLE)-


LAST NAME: **
MAGUIRE


FIRST NAME:**
CATHERINE


YOUR INFORMATION


The Law Centre
Tel: 250-385-1221


www.thelawcentre.ca


BC Human Rights Clinic
Tel: 604-622-1100
Toil-Free: 1-855-685-6222
www.bchrc.net


For assistance with filing your complaint contact


Tribunal Stamp


BC Human Rights Tribunal
1270 - 605 Robson Street
Vancouver BC V6B 5J3
Phone: 604-775-2000Fax: 604-775-2020
Toll Free: 1 -888-440-8844TTY: 604-775-2021


GENERAL INSTRUCTIONS
•For detailed instructions select the Help buttons as you go or


check All Instructions now
•See the Tribunal's website for further information - www.bchrt.bc.ca
•Your information will NOT be automatically saved by the Tribunal
•Click on Save at any time to save your form to your computer
•Email us your form by attaching a saved copy and sending it to


BCHumanRiqhtsTribunaltagov.bc.ca
•OR click on Print and fax, mail or hand deliver a copy of your form to us
•Keep a copy of your Complaint Form and all of your documents


FORM 1.1- INDIVIDUAL COMPLAINT
Use This Form to File Your Own Complaint


BRITISH
Columbia
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STEP 2: AREA(S) & GROUND(S) OF DISCRIMINATION
List the area(s) and ground(s) of discrimination that apply to your complaint:
Your complaint must show that the Respondent's conduct took place in an area of daily life protected under the
BC Human Rights Code. These are called "areas of discrimination".


It must also show that you have a personal characteristic(s) protected under the Code. These are called "grounds of discrimination".


These protected personal characteristics may be:


•actual (for example, your ancestry or age), or


•perceived (for example, someone thinks that you have or may develop a disability in the future, or makes homophobic
comments regardless of your sexual orientation).


Not all grounds of discrimination apply to all areas of discrimination.


EMAIL:**
billdoor@abilitiescomnnunity.com


CELLULAR:FACSIMILE:TELEPHONE:**
(250)216-2885


V9Y 2Y1BC
CITY:**
VICTORIA


1102 CRAIGFLOWER ROAD
MAILING ADDRESS.*


RELATIONSHIP TO YOU-**
EMPLOYER - CEO, ABILITIES COMMUNITY SERVICES


NAME:**
MR. BILL DOORSCHOT


Respondent 1:


YOUR COMPLAINT


STEP 1: NAME THE RESPONDENT(S)
Name each individual person, business or organization you believe is responsible for the discrimination.


An individual Respondent might be a co-worker, boss, building manager, landlord, restaurant server, employee at a recreation facility,
health care provider or government official.


A business or organizational Respondent might be the company you worked for, a newspaper, a school board, a trade union, a society
or a strata corporation.
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CO-WORKER EXHIBITED NARACISSITC PERSONALITY TRAITS WHICH RESULTED IN BULLYING, DEFLAMATORY
ACCUSATIONS, MALICIOUS CRITICISM STATED PUBLICLY, UNPROFESSIONAL CONDUCT AND INAPPROPRIATE
BEHAVIOURS. CEO EXPRESSED DOUBT THAT SUCH BEHAVIOURS WERE DISPLAYED BY THIS ABUSIVE INDIVIDUAL
AND DID NOT TAKE IMMEDIATE ACTION IN INVEST^GATING, REVIEWING, ADDRESSING AND RESOLVING THESE ON
GOING AND EXTREMELY CHAOIC AND EMOTIONALLY DISTRESSFUL BEHAVIOURS. IT WAS NOT UNTIL APPLICANT
WENT OFF WORK ON A MEDICAL STRESS LEAVE THAT THE CEO STARTED TO TAKE ACTIVE PARTICIPATION IN
INVESTIGATING REPORTS ISSUED TO HIM AND TAKING EFFECTIVE ACTION IN RESOLVING THIS ABUSIVE EMPLOYEE'S
INAPPRORPRIATE AND DISTURBING BEHAVIOURS. OTHER ORGANIZATIONAL STAFF COLLABORATED EVENTS
RELAYED BY APPLICANT AND CEO EVENTUALLY ACKNOWLEDGED TO APPLICANT THAT THE BEHAVIOUR OF THE
ABUSIVE EMPLOYEE WAS VERIFIED AND COLLABORATED AS FACTUAL EVENTS BY NUMEROUS INTERNAL SOURCES.
THE ABUSIVE EMPLOYEE WAS THEN TRANSFERRED BY CEO TO ANOTHER GROUP HOME.


2019 08 18
What Happened?*Date (YYYY MM DD) •


STEP 3: RESPONDENTS1 CONDUCT
Answer these questions to show that the Respondent's conduct could be discrimination under the Human Rights Code


Respondent 1: MR. BILL DOORSCHOT


1.  What did the Respondent do?


Details^**  ^EO exhibits narcissistic personality traits and utilizes these in dealing with predominately female
staff in neglectful, demeaning and/or lack of appropriate attention and due diligence applied.


i "Sex" includes being a man, woman, inter-sexed or transgender. It also includes pregnancy, breast-feeding and sexual harassment.


Details:** 40 years experience in field of practice is dismissed, degraded, and disregarded re: client care.


; "Gender Identity" is a person's sense of themselves as male, female, both, in between or neither. It includes people who identify as
I transgender. Gender identity may be different or the same as the sex a person is assigned at birth.
i "Gender Expression" is how a person presents their gender. This can include behaviour and appearance, including dress, hair, make-up,
i body language and voice. This can also include name and pronoun, such as he, she or they. How a person presents their gender may not
I necessarily reflect their gender identiy.


Details:**  Management routine tailors decisions, scheduling, etc for gay staff members while neglecting same
opportunities/standards for non-gay employees.


: "Mental Disability" includes a mental condition such as a learning disorder, developmental disability, or mental illness, that affects or is
> seen as affecting a person's abilities.


Details:** Workplace stress, bullying, harassment and strong-arm tactics of management imposed.


I "Age" means 19 years or more. It does not apply to purchase of property.


I| Criminal Conviction


01 Mental Disability


I  I Race


I  | Ancestry0 Colour
0 Gender Identity or Expression0 Marital Status


0 Place of Origin0 Political Belief


0 Sex0 Sexual Orientation


0
0] Family Status
0] Physical Disability
0| Religion


Grounds of Discrimination


: "Employment" is about work at a job.
1 • Volunteer jobs can be included.
| • Work as a contractor can be included depending on your relationship with the company you work for, including the amount of control they have over
!  your work.
i • Employment covers all parts of work, including hiring, firing, wages, benefits, and work environment.


0 Publication


O Wages


0 Employment advertisement


0 Unions and associations


Area of Discrimination


0 Accommodation, service or facility    (/) Employment


Q Purchase of property0 Tenancy


Respondent 1: MR. BILL DOORSCHOT
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IN BRIEF FORMAT, THE GROUNDS OF DISCRIMINATION PRESENT AS FACTORS IN THE ADVERSE IMPACT
EXPERIENCED IN THE FOLLOWING MANNER:
1.0DISCRIMINATION GROUNDS CLAIMED - EMPLOYMENT ABUSES/NEGLECT AS PER MENTAL DURESS
1.1CEO WAS RELUCTANT AND HESITANT TO ACCEPT COMPLAINTS SUBMITTED BY APPLICANT AS FACTUAL
AND EVEN QUESTIONED OTHER CO-WORKERS ON WHETHER THE APPLICANT WAS CREATING, CONTRIBUTING
TO OR INSTIGATING THE DIFFICULTIES EXPERIENCED WITH THE ABUSIVE EMPLOYEE. THIS FURTHER VICTIMIZED
THE APPLICANT AS IT DEMONSTRATED THE CEO'S POSITION OF DOUBT IN THE SUBMITTED COMPLAINTS,
WHICH DIRECTLY AND EFFECTIVELY PRECIPITATED HIS LACK OF CONCERN AND ACTION IN ADDRESSING THE
COMPLAINTS SUBMITTED TO HIS DIRECT ATTENTION.
1.2CEO ALLOWED FOR NUMEROUS MONTHS OF THESE CONTINUED ABUSIVE CONDITIONS TO GO
UNANSWERED STATING THERE WAS A PROCESS TO BE UNDERTAKEN. RESPECTFULLY, CEO APPEARED TO BE
UNINTERESTED AND UNCOMMITTED IN TAKING COMPLAINTS SUBMITTED SERIOUSLY. IF IT WERE NOT FOR THE
APPLICANT'S INSISTENT AND REPEATED SUBMISSION OF CONTINUOUS CORRESPONDENCE CONCERNING
THESE COMPLAINTS, IT IS UNKNOWN IF CEO WOULD HAVE EVER FOLLOWED UP AND TAKEN ANY MEANINGFUL
ACTION IN RESOLVING THIS WORKPLACE HARASSMENT/ABUSE COMPLAINT TO-DATE.
1.3CEO WAS UNRESPONSIVE AND APPEARED RELUCTANT AND UNWILLING TO RESPOND TO APPLICANT ON
NUMEROUS OCCASIONS WHEN CONTACT WITH HIM WAS REQUESTED BY THE APPLICANT. CEO INSISTED THAT
ACCEPTED COMMUNICATIONS WOULD BE RESERVED FOR TEXT MESSAGING UNTIL APPLICANT, IN WRITING,
INDICATED THAT SHE PREFERRED WRITTEN E-MAIL COMMUNICATIONS TO BE FORWARDED BY THE CEO AS
OPPOSED TO TEXT MESSAGING. DESPITE THIS, FEEDBACK, FOLLOW-UP, CONSULTATION AND OPEN DIALOGUE
BETWEEN THE APPLICANT AND THE CEO WAS SPORADIC AND INCOMPLETE AS CEO WAS UNWILLING TO
PROVIDE OPPORTUNITIES FOR DIRECT ENGAGEMENTS WITH THE APPLICANT IN DEFINING, UNDERSTANDING
AND EFFECTIVELY ADDRESSING THE COMPLAINTS ISSUED BY THE APPLICANT.
1.4CEO REQUESTED THAT THE APPLICANT ATTEND A MEDIATION SESSION BETWEEN HERSELF AND THE
ABUSIVE EMPLOYEE, WITH THE CEO AS THE MEDIATOR. APPLICANT DECLINED TO ATTEND THIS MEDIATION
SESSION REQUESTED AS SHE DID NOT WISH TO BE FURTHER VICTIMIZED BY BEING REQUIRED TO DEBATE THE
ABUSIVE EMPLOYEE'S BEHAVIOURS AND BEING FURTHER SUBJECTED TO ADDITIONAL MANIPULATION AND
NARACISSITIC TRAITS OF THE ABUSIVE EMPLOYEE. CEO EXPRESSED HIS DISCONTENT AND DISPLEASURE WITH
THE APPLICANT'S STATEMENT OF DECLINE IN ATTENDING MEDIATION, DESPITE THE RATIONALE AND REASONS
STATED BEING FULLY DESCRIBED TO HIM BY THE APPLICANT. APPLICANT FELT FURTHER VICTIMIZED AGAIN IN
RECEIVING DIRECTLY FROM THE CEO STATEMENTS OF HIS DISAPPOINTMENT, ANNOYANCE AND DISAPPROVAL
OF HER POSITION NOT TO ATTEND MEDIATION AS REQUESTED BY THE CEO.
1.5CEO'S DEMEANOUR AND LACK OF REGARD FOR APPLICANT HAS BEEN DEMONSTRATED REPREATEDLY BY
THE ABOVE-NOTED FACTORS DESCRIBED AND ALTHOUGH, IN OCTOBER 16, 2019, CEO FINALLY


3.  How was each ground of discrimination a factor in the adverse impact? •


2.  What is the adverse impact on you?
^FTER CONTINUOUS EXPOSURE TO THIS ABUSIVE EMPLOYEE'S BEHAVIOURS OVER THE COURSE OF 3+
MONTHS, THE EMOTIONAL EFFECTS EXPERIENCED BY THE APPLICANT WERE SO SEVERE THAT SHE CONSULTED
WITH HER FAMILY PHYSICIAN AND WAS IMMEDIATELY ADVISED TO TAKE A MEDICAL STRESS LEAVE DUE TO
THE ADVERSE EFFECTS BEING EXPERIENCED. BRIEFLY, SOME OF THE SYMPTOMS EXHIBITED BY THE APPLICANT
NCLUDED, BUT ARE NOT LIMITED TO, EMOTIONAL INSTABILITY AND FREQUENT EMOTIONAL BREAKDOWNS,


SEVERE INSOMNIA, EXTREME ANXIETY AND DEPRESSION, INABILITY TO CONCENTRATE AND MAINTAIN FOCUS,
HEADACHES, EXTREME PAIN IN LOWER BACK, BOTH LEGS AND BOTH FEET, LOSS OF APPETITE, CONSISTENT
FEAR OF PERSONAL SAFETY AND THREAT OF POSSIBLE PHYSICAL HARM, EXTREME UPSET STOMACH AND
^/OMITTING, INABILITY TO PERFORM NORMAL DAILY ACTIVITIES SUCH AS COOKING, CLEANING, LAUNDRY, ETC.
^ND PERIODIC PERIODS OF MAJOR DEPRESSION/ANXIETY AT TIMES WHEN SYMPTOMS ARE MOST
^RONOUNCED AND EVIDENT. THE APPLICANT IS FORCED TO TAKE A MEDICAL LEAVE (SECOND INCIDENCE)
DUE TO THESE CIRCUMSTANCES AND LOST INCOME DUE TO TIME OFF.
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STEP 4: PART A - TIME LIMIT TO FILE COMPLAINT
To file your complaint on time, you must file it within one year of each Respondent's conduct (acts or omissions). If only some of the
conduct happened in the last one year, your complaint may be filed in time if all of that Respondent's conduct is related or similar and
close enough in time.


Answer the questions in STEP 4: Part A to show whether your complaint is filed in time. If some or all of the complaint may be
filed late, you will also complete STEP 4: Part B.


1.  Did all the conduct you say is discrimination happen in the last one year?


\7\  Yes^ No


STEP 5: OTHER RELATED PROCEEDINGS
The Tribunal may defer your complaint (put your complaint on hold) until another proceeding capable of dealing with your human
rights complaint, such as a grievance, has been completed. If your complaint is deferred, the Tribunal will take no further steps until
the deferral ends.


Is there another proceeding? ••


[J Yes\7\ No


ACKNOWLEDGED THAT APPLICANT WAS THE VICTIM OF INAPPROPRIATE WORKPLACE HARASSMENT/ABUSE,
NO FORMAL AND/OR OFFICIAL OFFER OR OPPPORTUNITIES HAVE BEEN EXTENDED BY CEO TO THE APPLICANT
IN RELATION TO LOSS OF INCOME EXPERIENCED AND CONTINUES TO AVOID CONTACT WITH APPLICANT ON
NUMEROUS OCCASIONS CONCERNING AVAILABLE OVERTIME SHIFTS TO BE FILLED.
1.6 UNDERSTANDING AND RESPECTING THAT INDEPENDENT CLAIM FILINGS WITH EMPLOYMENT STANDARDS
MAY BE APPROPRIATE/APPLICABLE, IT IS THE CONVICTION OF THE APPLICANT THAT THE CEO'S BEHAVIOURS,
EXHIBITED THROUGHOUT THE NUMEROUS MONTHS THESE ABUSIVE BEHAVIOURS WERE ENDURED, ARE A
DIRECT AND DELIBERATE DEMONSTRATION OF DISREGARD FOR THE RIGHTS OF THE APPLICANT AND A
DEMONSTRATED LACK OF WILLINESSNESS AND APPROPRIATE TIMELY ACTIONS IN PRESERVING AND ASSURING


HE APPLICANT'S HUMAN RIGHTS AND EFFECTIVE PROTECTION OF HER DIGNITY, INTEGRITY AND SAFETY AS AN
EMPLOYEE OF THIS ORGANIZATION.
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I confirm that the information in this complaint form is true and accurate to the best of my knowledge and belief.


STEP 7: SETTLEMENT MEETING
The Tribunal can provide a mediator to resolve the complaint informally and voluntarily. This is called a "settlement meeting"
This is a free service. What is said during the settlement meeting is confidential and cannot be used against either party later.


Do you want to participate in a settlement meeting?**


^ Yes[/] No


STEP 8: COMPLETE THE COMPLAINT FORM
After you have filled out the complaint form:


•check the box to confirm that the information is true and accurate


•keep a copy of your complaint form and your documents
•send your complaint form to the Tribunal


Check the following for:


IT IS THE ANTICIPATED AND DESIRED OUTCOME OF THIS MATTER THAT ALL EMPLOYESS UNDER THE EMPLOY
OF THIS CEO/ORGANIZATION WILL BENEFIT FROM THESE REMEDIES AS THE APPLICANT IS NOT THE ONLY
EMPLOYEE TO SUFFER LOSSES AT THE HANDS OF THIS CEO. CORRECTIVE ACTION AND PUNATIVE DAMAGES
AWARDED TO THE APPLICANT WOULD HOPEFULLY ENSURE THATTHE CEO/ORGANIZATION WILL CONDUCT
THEMSELVES PROPERLY AND WITH THE DILIGENCE FOR WHICH THEY ARE OBLIGATED IN FUTURE SITUATIONS
AND CIRCUMSTANCES.


2.  List any other person or organization affected by these remedies:


APPROPRIATE AND REASONABLE REMEDIES REQUESTED OF THE CEO/ORGANIZATION ARE SUGGESTED, AS
FOLLOWS:
A.FORMAL AND CONSISTENT DEVELOPMENT, MAINTENANCE AND ADHERENCE TO WORKPLACE
HARRASMENT AND ABUSE POLICIES AND PROCEDURES BE CREATED, AND CONSISTENTLY MAINTAINED BY THE
ORGANIZATION AND CEO IMMEDIATELY.
B.THATTHE CEO ISSUE A FORMAL LETTER OF APOLOGY IN THE MISMANAGEMENT AND UNREASONABLE
TIMELINE IN EVENTUALLY ADDRESSING THIS MATTER, AS INITIALLY REQUESTED BY THE APPLICANT.
C.THATTHE CEO ISSUE A FORMAL LETTER OF RECOMMENDATION FOR THE APPLICANT IN THE EVENT THAT
OTHER GAINFUL EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITIES FOR THE APPLICANT MAY BECOME AVAILABLE, AND BE OF
INTEREST TO THE APPLICANT.
D.THATTHE CEO/ORGANIZATION ISSUE RESTITUTION IN THE AMOUNT OF $25,000 DOLLARS FOR UNJUST
PAIN AND SUFFERING CAUSED BY HIS LACK OF ATTENTION, DILIGENCE AND SUFFICIENT MANAGEMENT OF
THE COMPLAINTS SUBMITTED TO HIM DIRECTLY AND THE FINANCIAL AND EMOTIONAL HARDSHIPS THIS LACK
OF DILIGENCE RESULTED IN FOR THE APPLICANT.


STEP 6: REMEDIES
1.  List the type of remedies you want:*
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WHAT HAPPENS NEXT?
After the Tribunal has reviewed your complaint, it will tell you one of the following:


•your complaint form is complete, the Tribunal will accept it for filing, and a copy will be sent to the Respondent(s)
•your complaint form is incomplete and the Tribunal will ask you for further information by a certain date
•your complaint is deferred pending the outcome of other proceedings
•your complaint cannot be accepted for filing because:


•your complaint is not covered by the BC Human Rights Code (it may be covered by the Canadian Human Rights Act)
•your complaint does not set out enough information to support a complaint of discrimination under the BC Human Rights Code
•your complaint was filed late and the Tribunal has decided not to accept it.


PROTECTION FROM RETALIATION
After a complaint is filed a complainant, anyone named in a complaint, a witness or anyone who assists in a complaint is protected
from retaliation for their involvement in the complaint. You must show:


•a complaint was filed with the Tribunal;
•the person who retaliated knew about the complaint; and
•it is reasonable to conclude that the person intended to retaliate against someone because of their involvement in the complaint.


As of May 14,2015, the Code also protects you from retaliation because someone thought you might make a complaint, be named in
a complaint, or give evidence or assist in a complaint.


If you or someone else has been retaliated against, complete a Retaliation Complaint Form available on our website under Forms.


HELP FILING YOUR COMPLAINT
For assistance with filing your complaint contact:
BC Human Rights ClinicThe Law Centre - University of Victoria Faculty of Law
300 -1140 W Pender Street225 - 850 Burdett Avenue
Vancouver BC V6E 4G1Victoria BC V8W 0C7
Tel:604-622-1100Tel:  250-385-1221
Fax:604-685-7611Fax: 250-385-1226
Toll Free:  1-855-685-6222www.thelawcentre.ca
www.bchrc.net


PRIVACY NOTICE
The Tribunal collects personal information to process complaints filed under the Human Rights Code and to conduct surveys to
evaluate and improve its services under s. 59.1 of the Administrative Tribunals Act.
The personal information in this form may be disclosed to members of the public. This is because the Tribunal's process is public:


•The Tribunal publishes most decisions on its website
•The Tribunal publishes a hearing schedule (list of upcoming hearings) with the parties' names and the area and ground of a


complaint
•After a complaint is on the hearing schedule, the public has access to information, including the complaint and response forms


(except contact information)
•Hearings are open to the public.


You can ask the Tribunal to limit the information it makes public. However, the Tribunal will only do so if it decides that your privacy
interests outweigh the public interest in access to the Tribunal's proceedings.
For more information, contact the Tribunal Registrar at the address or phone number at the top of this form.








My current state of health -1 have experienced severe and debilitating headaches, sick stomach


and extreme anxiety. These symptoms are now effecting me so much that I am now reaching a


point of serious concern for my emotional well-being. There needs to be enforcement of "zero


tolerance" for these and the other forms of harassment, abuse, and bullying that is occurring at


the Residence.


I am respectfully advising you that I am unable and unwilling to work any shifts at all with


Sarah, indefinitely!


I have given my very best in working at Blenkinsop, I have never been late nor refused a


shift but as of this date, 20 Sept 2019,1 cannot emotionally, physically nor mentally be


subjected to any further abuse.


I no longer feel joy and happiness while on the job nor off from it as I am consumed with


the stress of it all.


My home life is affected as I cannot sleep, cannot function as normal, I feel numb and so


sad, depressed and upset from behaviors and actions of other staff when on shift with


them, and even when not.


Incriminating & damaging accusations and malicious rumors: spread by Sarah stating


that the most PRN's given are by Cathy -1 just found that out last night on my 3-11 shift


on 19 September.


20 Sept 2019 Cathy's additional notes for Meeting with Bill








Wednesday, October 16, 2019


Re: Complaintfiled by Cathy Maguire against Sarah Botsford


INTRODUCTION
I have received a written compiaintfrom Cathy Maguire on October 7th, 2019 - see attached


complaint.1 My initial findings and remedies are contained in this letter.


The main gist of this complaint revolves around Cathy's view that Sarah has defamed11 her and


that Sarah has alleged that Cathy has been improperly administering medication to our clients-


the complaint also suggests that according to Sarah, Cathy administers PRN medication to SW


at a rate that is higherthan normal


FINDINGS TO DATE
1.On the defamation issue; there does seem to be evidence that Sarah has made comments and


allegations to other staff members consistent with the complaint made by Cathy. Several staff


have spoken to me (both solicited and unsolicited) these staff members confirm that Sarah has


made disparaging comments about Cathy. The comments that I have heard from these staff


members are consistent with Cathy's complaint. This type of behavior is contrary to our policy on


Bullying and Harassment111


2.On the issue of improper medication administration, I have found no evidence that Cathy


administers medication improperly. If this view is contested it is up to Sarah to provide evidence


to the contrary.


SUGGESTIONS AND MOVING FORWARD
It is my experience that issues such as those brought forward in this complaint are best


addressed in a mediated format.


abilities







'' RE: Formal Notice of Complaint/Grievance


Dear Bill,


As per our previous discussions and correspondence, I wish to formally submit my official notice of
com plaint/grievance for your respectful attention and immediate consideration and direction.


Respectfully, a number of serious and deeply-troubling conditions have been previously conveyed to you
in the hope that immediate action toward eliminating any further workplace disparities be addressed and
resolved, without delay. This formal complaint constitutes my official submission in which to substantiate
the most serious of these issues and concerns identified. As such, this letter serves to detail specifics of
my complaint being issued concerning Sarah Botsford, and to request that a formal investigation of these
complaints be initiated immediately.


In detailing the specifics of my complaints I am submitting the following pertinent and valuable information,
for your express purpose(s).


? Derogatory and Inflammatory Accusations:


• On 18 August 2019, priorto Sarah Botsford's late arrival to work, morning medications for Resident -
SW were prepared by myself. The medications were dispensed into Resident-SWs daily medication-
marked container with the lid on. Metamucil had been placed into a plastic cup whereas the liquid would
be added later when Susan was ready to be receive her morning medications.


Medications were left prepared upon Resident-SWs tray and, as per normal procedure, the tray would
be taken down to her with her breakfast items. I then existed the kitchen to document the $5.00 on
Resident- SWs daily budget form. I brought the money and placed it on Resident-SWs tray.


Sarah stated to me directly that she had removed four (4) pills from the Metamucil I had just prepared. I
immediately corrected Sarah and advised her she was mistaken. Sarah however, insisted that she had
performed this action. I made one more attempt at stating to Sarah that there were no medications
inserted in the Metamucil before I picked up the tray and brought it down to Resident-SW. I did not
discuss this matter any further with Sarah given her adamant and determined disposition.


SINCERELY,


Bill Doorschot


Director


I am requiring that we meet on Friday October 18th, 2019. Both parties have the right to have


union representation at this meeting.The intentof this meeting is to collaboratively address


these issues and to develop options for mutual gain. Mediation is a process in which disputants


attempt to resolve their differences with the aid of a third party. In this case I will take the role of


the third party.iv







•Sarah has stated to two co-workers that I have chosen select medications of Resident-SW and
placed them in with her Metamucil so as to cause Resident-SW to sleep.


•Sarah has stated her conviction that I have done so in order to cause Resident-SW to sleep so as I
would not have to deal with Resident-SW while on shift.


•Sarah commented to co-workers that I have given the most PRN's to the Blenkinsop Residents in
my care and suggesting that I am drugging our Residents unnecessarily.


Sarah has stated to co-workers that I am lazy.


Sarah made the comment to co-workers that I choose not to cook meals when I am on shift.


•Again, Sarah commented to a co-worker that I am trying to harm Resident-SW with medication. The
coworker advised Sarah to take any concerns she has directly to CEO, Bill Doorschotas she does not
wish to engage in any further dialogue of this nature.


•On the occasion whereby CEO Bill Doorschot was interviewing Georgia at the Blenkinsop
Residence: Co-worker and I arrived for our respective afternoon shifts at 3pm. While in the staff office
area, Sarah stated to us directly that, upon her return to the Blenkinsop Residence with Resident-MMC,
Georgia was at the front door, upon theirarrival. Sarah advised us that Georgia commented, "oh you are
back early? We were not expecting you back so soon." Sarah further stated that Georgia appeared all
red in her face and sweaty and was implying that "something" had taken place between Georgia and Bill
Doorshot. My response was to ignore Sarah, and her statements completely while my co-worker,
Michelle, made a comment to shut the conversation down immediately.


As per these above-noted specific examples provided, Sarah Botsford has made repeated statements of
a defamatory nature which seriously undermines my professional integrity and competence as a health
services professional of over 40 years experience. Specifically, her slanderous statements reflect the
following serious accusations:


A. That I improperly pour and administer medications routinely to our Blenkinsop Residents.
B.That I intentionally mis-administer medications to our Blenkinsop Residents and over-


medicate them for the sole purpose of avoiding contact with them and neglecting my duties and
responsibilities, as expected.
C.That I am lazy and refuse to cook meals; thus, further neglecting my duties and
responsibilities as a professional employee with the Blenkinsop Residence.


These statements issued by Sarah Botsford, separately and combined, serve to accuse me of
unprofessional, unethical and unsafe workplace behaviours and practices and could even be subject to
criminal investigation, given the serious implications and potentially harmful outcomes of these accusations
levied against me.


Although I stand on my own in detailing these toxic conditions to you, in this formal letter, I again must
reiterate that further details confirming and authenticating these conditions is readily available through your
other staff members at the Blenkinsop Residence. It is not my assumption or desire that you take my word
alone on these disturbing claims stated.







j


m4.C2. j) Bullying and Harassment (taken from ACS policy manual page 129)


Abilities promotes a work environment that is characterized by professionalism, cooperative


relationships and harmony. This policy prohibits conduct defined below as either personal or


sexual harassmentor bullying.


Personal or sexual harassmentor bullying in any interactions connected to the work of Abilities


will not be tolerated, and where such con duct is found to have occurred Abilities may take


disciplinary action, up to and including termination.


This policy is not intended to constrain normal social interactions.


Abilities also considers false allegations of bullying and harassment to be serious workplace


misconduct subject to disciplinary action, upto and including termination.


The purpose of this policy is to assist all employees in identifying and preventing personal and


sexual harassmentand bullying in the workplace, and to provide procedures for handling and


resolving complaints. It is intended to promote thewell-being of everyone in the workplace and


to foster the values of integrity, trust and harmony that are essential fora sound organization.


(i Defamation is defined as, the action of damaging the good reputation of someone; slander or


libel.


Cathy Maguire
Staff Member (Full-time) Blenkinsop Residence


Thank you Bill for your anticipated interest and dedication in addressing these concerns, as you deem
appropriate.


Respectfully,







j


This policy is intended to address WorkSafe BC requirements imposed by Bill 14.


This policy applies to all regular, casual,union/non-union direct service employees,


administrative and management personnel.


This policy applies to all situations where activities are connected to work with Abilities and


could impact on employmentduring and outside of regularbusiness hours atthe workplace and


away from the workplace. This includes:


•Activities on the premises of Abilities


•Work assignments outside of the premises of Abilities


•Work -related training sessions, education seminars and conferences


•Work-related travel


•Work-related social functions that are sponsored or organized by Abilities.


All employees are expected to conduct themselves in a mannerthat is consistentwith the


requirements of Abilities's policies and procedures, the collective agreement in addition to


those of Bill 14, which prohibitworkplace bullying and harassment.  Failure to meet the


appropriate standards of workplace con duct and/or meet the requirements of Bill 14 may result


in discipline, up to and including termination of employment.


Bullying: Workplace bullying is usually seen as behavior (con duct or comments) that can


emotionally hurtor isolate a person; however it can involve negative physical contact as well.


Bullying usually involves repeated incidents or a pattern of behavior that is intended to


intimidate, offend, degrade or humiliatea particular person or groupof people. It has also


been described as the assertion of power through aggression. Bullying behavior includes, but


is not limited to:







Gossip, or innuendo that is not true


Excluding or isolating someone socially


Intimidating a person


Undermining or deliberately impeding a person's work


Physically abusing orthreatening abuse


Removing areas of responsibilities without cause


Constantly changing work guidelines


Withholding necessary information orgivingoutthe wrong information


Making offensive jokes by spoken word or electronic means


Pestering, spying or stalking


Yelling or using profanity


Criticizing a person persistently or constantly


Belittling a person's opinion


Tampering with a person's personal belongings or work equipment


Displays of temper, tantrums or emotional tirades


Suggestions orthreats of negative job related consequences orjob loss


Blaming the person for errors and/or stealing credit for their work.







1V Bill Doorschot has been trained as a mediator through his graduate level work at the Institute of
Dispute Resolution at the University of Victoria. Bill was trained in mediation processes by Gordon Sloan.
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Continued on Page 2


Email:Phone:


If you will be using an interpreter, please provide:


Name:


Email:Name: Phone:


If you authorize anyone to act on your behalf, please provide:


SECTION C: AUTHORIZATION


CUPE#374Name:NOYES


Are you covered by a collective agreement?  If YES, Union's


Email
Address snoops57@telus.net


Other Phone
Number    250-213-8532


NOYES


Are you under the age of 19?


Phone
Number  250-882-3468


Postal
Code V9B5S4BC


ProvinceVICTORIA
CitySSs P.O. BOX 27002


Middle
Initial  MName CATHERINEMAGUIRE


Last
Name


SECTION B: INFORMATION ABOUT YOU


NOYESIs your employer bankrupt or in receivership?


NO   If NO, when did the business close?YES
s your employer still in


business?


Employer's Bank/Branch  Unknown


Residential supports for persons with developmental disabilities.Type of business


owner's email address   billdoor@abilitiescommunity.com


Phone #MR. BILL DOORSCHOTName of Owner


ontact Person email    abilities@shaw.ca
address


Phone #250-216-2885MR. BILL DOORSCHOT, CEO


Postal
Code


ProvinceCityWork Address
(if different)


V9A2Y1Postal
CodeBCProvinceVictoriaCity1102 Craigflower RoadMailing


Address


ABILITIES COMMUNITY SERVICES


Leqal Name of Business  . .-.,, ,-_.__. ^ _.,.,. ,, ..-_., _.__. .,-^__(company or owners)    ABILITIES COMMUNITY SERVICES


SECTION A: INFORMATION ABOUT YOUR EMPLOYER


BRITISH
Columbia


Ministry of Labour


Employment Standards Branch
Complaint Form


The information on this form is collected under the authority of the Employment Standards Act (the "Act"). The information provided will be used
to resolve your complaint and to determine if there were any contraventions of the Act. You must file your complaint no later than six months after the
end of your employment. If you are still employed or your complaint concerns sections 8, 10 or 11 of the Act, you must give us your complaint no later
than six months after the date of the alleged contravention. Your personal information is collected in accordance with the Freedom of
Information and Protection of Privacy Act. The information you provide may be disclosed to provincial and federal authorities for the purposes of law
enforcement and jurisdiction, and may also be shared with third parties for the purpose of investigating your complaint. If you have questions about the
collection and use of this information, contact the Employment Standards Branch at the address below or call: 1-833-236-3700.


Mail or fax your completed form to. PO Box 9570 Stn Prov Govt Victoria BC V8W 9K1 | Fax: 250 356-1886


• arts • tarn:)   errClear Form







July 2019


Date (yyyy-mm-dd)SignatureName (please print)


Do you consent to your contact information being disclosed to your employer?
Did you attach records with this form?    M YES  Q NO


A copy of this form and all attachments may be made available to your employer.
You must inform us of any changes to your address, phone number, or email address.
Once a decision has been made and a Determination issued regarding your complaint, no further action may be taken by you to
enforce your claim.


I certify that all information I am providing is correctand true to the best of my knowledge.


CATHERINE MAGUIREo^<^^^ ^ lA^^^*^^ 2020-01-31


noDyes
SECTION G: DECLARATION


use additional pages if necessary


*SECTION D: Currently off work on a medical leave as per physician's orders.


^SECTION E: Payroll is never correct - unable to provide accurate numbers as CUPE Union


#374 is currently looking into this matter. Amounts shown are as per 2019


end of year records on final pay stub.


PLEASE SEE DOCUMENTATION ATTACHED (ie. statement of complaint.)


SECTION F: DETAILS OF YOUR COMPLAINT


$35107.00Estimated total amount


$1,702.00Other I Specify: Sick time and Lieu Days
$Compensation for Length of Service (sometimes called Severance / Termination Pay)


Pregnancy / Parental / or Other Leave


ToFromCommissions


Specify:Unauthorized Deductions


$1,007.00Specify Holiday(s):
$ToFrom


Statutory Holiday Pay


Annual Vacation Pay


NOYESWere you paid your regular rate of pay for overtime hours worked?


^6,838.00TO2019-12-31From 2019-05-15Overtime


$25,560.00To 2019-12-31From 2019-05-15Regular Wages


Estimated AmountDate
(yyyy-mm-dd)


Date
(yyyy-mm-dd)


The investigation into this complaint is not limited to the issues identified in this document but may include any provision of the Act.


SECTION E: WHAT DO YOU BELIEVE YOU ARE OWED?


Do you have a record of the hours worked for this employer that are relevant to your claim?   H YES I I NO
*lf YES, please attach photocopies to this form.
(e.g. pay cheque, pay stubs, Record of Employment, timesheets/calendar, employment contract, etc.)


Other-How often were you paid?   EH Daily    CU Weekly    [H] Every Two Weeks    ^ Twice Per Month


| Still Employed  Q Quit    CH Fired  Q Laid Off    Hi Other* Please explain in section F.


Total hours
worked per week 40.0


Number of days
worked per week 5.0


Number of hours
worked per day 8.0


Rate of Pay (hourly, salary, piece rate, or
commission)


22.65


Last Day Worked
(yyyy-mm-dd)   2020-02-09


First Day Worked
(yyyy-mm-dd)   2019-05-15Community Support Worker


Job Title


SECTION D: DETAILS ABOUT YOUR EMPLOYMENT
Page 2Employment Standards Complaint Form







BY CEO TO THE APPLICANT IN RELATION TO LOSS OF INCOME EXPERIENCED AND CONTINUES TO AVOID CONTACT WITH APPLICANT
ON NUMEROUS OCCASIONS CONCERNING AVAILABLE OVERTIME SHIFTS TO BE FILLED.


f) IT IS THE CONVICTION OF THE APPLICANT THAT THE CEO'S BEHAVIOURS, EXHIBITED THROUGHOUT THE NUMEROUS MONTHS
THESE ABUSIVE BEHAVIOURS WERE ENDURED, ARE A DIRECT AND DELIBERATE DEMONSTRATION OF DISREGARD FOR THE RIGHTS OF
THE APPLICANT AND A DEMONSTRATED LACK OF WILLINESSNESS AND APPROPRIATE TIMELY ACTIONS IN PRESERVING AND ASSURING
THE APPLICANT'S RIGHTS AND EFFECTIVE PROTECTION OF HER DIGNITY, INTEGRITY AND SAFETY AS AN EMPLOYEE OF THIS
ORGANIZATION.


COLLABORATED AS FACTUAL EVENTS BY NUMEROUS INTERNAL SOURCES. THE ABUSIVE EMPLOYEE WAS THEN TRANSFERRED BY CEO TO
ANOTHER GROUP HOME.


AFTER CONTINUOUS EXPOSURE TO THIS ABUSIVE EMPLOYEE'S BEHAVIOURS OVER THE COURSE OF 3+ MONTHS, THE EMOTIONAL
EFFECTS EXPERIENCED BY THE APPLICANT WERE SO SEVERE THAT SHE CONSULTED WITH HER FAMILY PHYSICIAN AND WAS


SYMPTOMS EXHIBITED BY THE APPLICANT INCLUDED, BUT ARE NOT LIMITED TO, EMOTIONAL INSTABILITY AND FREQUENT EMOTIONAL
BREAKDOWNS, SEVERE INSOMNIA, EXTREME ANXIETY AND DEPRESSION, INABILITY TO CONCENTRATE AND MAINTAIN FOCUS,
HEADACHES, EXTREME PAIN IN LOWER BACK, BOTH LEGS AND BOTH FEET, LOSS OF APPETITE, CONSISTENT FEAR OF PERSONAL SAFETY
AND THREAT OF POSSIBLE PHYSICAL HARM, EXTREME UPSET STOMACH AND VOMITTING, INABILITY TO PERFORM NORMAL DAILY
ACTIVITIES SUCH AS COOKING, CLEANING, LAUNDRY, ETC. AND PERIODIC PERIODS OF MAJOR DEPRESSION/ANXIETY AT TIMES WHEN
SYMPTOMS WERE MOST PRONOUCED AND EVIDENT. THE APPLICANT WAS FORCED TO TAKE A MEDICAL LEAVE (SECOND INCIDENCE)
DUE TO THESE CIRCUMSTANCES AND LOST INCOME DUE TO TIME OFF.


FOLLOWING MANNER:
a)CEO WAS RELUCTANT AND HESITANT TO ACCEPT COMPLAINTS SUBMITTED BY APPLICANT AS FACTUAL AND EVEN QUESTIONED
OTHER CO-WORKERS ON WHETHER THE APPLICANT WAS CREATING, CONTRIBUTING TO OR INSTIGATING THE DIFFICULTIES
EXPERIENCED WITH THE ABUSIVE EMPLOYEE. THIS FURTHER VICTIMIZED THE APPLICANT AS IT DEMONSTRATED THE CEO'S POSITION
OF DOUBT IN THE SUBMITTED COMPLAINTS, WHICH DIRECTLY AND EFFECTIVELY PRECIPITATED HIS LACK OF CONCERN AND ACTION
IN ADDRESSING THE COMPLAINTS SUBMITTED TO HIS DIRECT ATTENTION.


b)CEO ALLOWED FOR NUMEROUS MONTHS OF THIS CONTINUED ABUSIVE CONDITIONS TO GO UNANSWERED STATING THERE WAS A
PROCESS TO BE UNDERTAKEN. RESPECTFULLY, CEO APPEARED TO BE UNINTERESTED AND UNCOMMITTED IN TAKING COMPLAINTS
SUBMITTED SERIOUSLY. IF IT WERE NOT FOR THE APPLICANT'S INSISTENT AND REPEATED SUBMISSION OF CONTINUOUS
CORRESPONDENCE CONCERNING THESE COMPLAINTS, IT IS UNKNOWN IF CEO WOULD HAVE EVER FOLLOWED UP AND TAKEN ANY
MEANINGFUL ACTION IN RESOLVING THIS WORKPLACE HARASSMENT/ABUSE COMPLAINT TO-DATE.


c)CEO WAS UNRESPONSIVE AND APPEARED RELUCTANT AND UNWILLING TO RESPOND TO APPLICANT ON NUMEROUS OCCASIONS
WHEN CONTACT WITH HIM WAS REQUESTED BY THE APPLICANT. CEO INSISTED THAT ACCEPTED COMMUNICATIONS WOULD BE
RESERVED FOR TEXT MESSAGING UNTIL APPLICANT, IN WRITING, INDICATED THAT SHE PREFERRED WRITTEN E-MAIL
COMMUNICATIONS TO BE FORWARDED BY THE CEO AS OPPOSED TO TEXT MESSAGING. DESPITE THIS, FEEDBACK, FOLLOW-UP,
CONSULTATION AND OPEN DIALOGUE BETWEEN THE APPLICANT AND THE CEO WAS SPORADIC AND INCOMPLETE AS CEO WAS
UNWILLING TO PROVIDE OPPORTUNITIES FOR DIRECT ENGAGEMENTS WITH THE APPLICANT IN DEFINING, UNDERSTANDING AND
EFFECTIVELY ADDRESSING THE COMPLAINTS ISSUED BY THE APPLICANT.


d)CEO REQUESTED THAT THE APPLICANT ATTEND A MEDIATION SESSION BETWEEN HERSELF AND THE ABUSIVE EMPLOYEE, WITH THE
CEO AS THE MEDIATOR. APPLICANT DECLINED TO ATTEND THIS MEDIATION SESSION REQUESTED AS SHE DID NOT WISH TO BE
FURTHER VICTIMIZED BY BEING REQUIRED TO DEBATE THE ABUSIVE EMPLOYEE'S BEHAVIOURS AND BEING FURTHER SUBJECTED TO
ADDITIONAL MANIPULATION AND NARACISSITIC TRAITS OF THE ABUSIVE EMPLOYEE. CEO EXPRESSED HIS DISCONTENT AND
DISPLEASURE WITH THE APPLICANT'S STATEMENT OF DECLINE IN ATTENDING MEDIATION, DESPITE THE RATIONALE AND REASONS
STATED BEING FULLY DESCRIBED TO HIM BY THE APPLICANT. APPLICANT FELT FURTHER VICTIMIZED AGAIN IN RECEIVING DIRECTLY
FROM THE CEO STATEMENTS OF HIS DISAPPOINTMENT, ANNOYANCE AND DISAPPROVAL OF HER POSITION NOT TO ATTEND
MEDIATION AS REQUESTED BY THE CEO.


e)CEO'S DEMEANOUR AND LACK OF REGARD FOR APPLICANT HAS BEEN DEMONSTRATED REPREATEDLY BY THE ABOVE-NOTED
FACTORS DESCRIBED AND ALTHOUGH, ON OCTOBER 16 2019, CEO FINALLY ACKNOWLEDGED THAT APPLICANT WAS THE VICTIM OF


SECTION F: DETAILS OF YOUR COMPLAINT


CO-WORKER EXHIBITED NARACISSITC PERSONALITY TRAITS WHICH RESULTED IN BULLYING, DEFLAMATORY ACCUSATIONS, MALICIOUS
CRITICISM STATED PUBLICLY, UNPROFESSIONAL CONDUCT AND INAPPROPRIATE BEHAVIOURS. CEO EXPRESSED DOUBT THAT SUCH


REVIEWING, ADDRESSING AND RESOLVING THESE ON-GOING AND EXTREMELY CHAOIC AND EMOTIONALLY DISTRESSFUL BEHAVIOURS.
IT WAS NOT UNTIL APPLICANT WENT OFF WORK ON A MEDICAL STRESS LEAVE THAT THE CEO STARTED TO TAKE ACTIVE
PARTICIPATION IN INVESTIGATING REPORTS ISSUED TO HIM AND TAKING EFFECTIVE ACTION IN RESOLVING THIS ABUSIVE EMPLOYEE'S
INAPPRORPRIATE AND DISTURBING BEHAVIOURS. OTHER ORGANIZATIONAL STAFF COLLABORATED EVENTS RELAYED BY APPLICANT







Your complaint has been received


We'll contact you directly when someone is assigned to
investigate your complaint. We may also contact you to ask for


additional information.


The complaint process can take several months. Find out more
about what happens next by visiting our website.


Be sure to notify the Employment Standards Branch if you
change your contact information or if your complaint is


resolved (for example, if the employer paid the wages you
were owed).


BRITISH
Columbia


From:ESB Data Integrity LBR:EX <ESBDataIntegrity@gov.bc.ca>
Sent:Friday, March 06, 2020 3:22 PM
To:'snoops57@telus.net'


Subject:Your employment standards complaint has been received


Cathy Maguire








... Page 2.


Catherine M. Maguire


1 Price Road
Victoria, BC


V9B 1V4


October 4, 2019


PRIVATE AND CONFIDENTIAL


ATTN: Mr. Bill Doorschot
ABILITIES COMMUNITY SERVICES
1102 Craigflower Road
Victoria, BC
V9A 2Y1


RE:  FOLLOW-UP: Serious Workplace Concerns and Conditions


Dear Bill,


In follow-up to my detailed correspondence letter, dated September 17, 2019, and our subsequent
meeting on September 20, 2019, at Tim Horton's on Douglas Street, it is important that I again
connect with you immediately for the express purpose of the on-going issues and concerns involving
conditions at the Blenkinsop Residence.


Respectfully, a number of serious and deeply-troubling conditions have been conveyed to you in the
hope that immediate action toward eliminating any further workplace harassment, bullying, stealing,
defamatory statements, consistent lack of tardiness, shift scheduling manipulation and abhorrent
lack of professional teamwork and coordination, inherent to a few select employees, be addressed
and resolved, without delay.


It has now been two weeks since our face-to-face meeting on September 20, 2019, and again,


respectfully, to-date none of the above conditions, issues and concerns have been effectively
addressed and all remain unresolved. These conditions are seriously affecting the emotional and
physical health of your staff, myself, and others, in having to continue to endure these conditions
needlessly.


With this said, I wish to again advise you of the passing of my brother a few weeks ago, for which I
did not utilize my entitled bereavement days so as not to inconvenience my co-workers and the
organization, given the shortage of staff available. None-the-less, I have yet to grieve for the
passing of my brother and, as such, wish to formally advise you that I will be taking my three (3)
days of bereavement entitlement on Thursday October 3, 2019, Sunday October 6, 2019 and
Monday October 7, 2019. If you require a physician's note, please advise me, at your convenience,


and one will be supplied to you immediately.


Additionally, as I am unclear of your intentions in addressing these serious workplace conditions
detailed to you, or in a timely manner, I wish to advise you of the following actions I will be initiating
immediately. These include, but are not limited to:


a.) I will be attending the RCMP detachment in my local area and discussing the serious
defamatory, abusive and professionally-injurious statements issued by my co-worker, Sarah


Botsfords. I will be seeking an official and legal restraining order to be issued in which to
ensure that further contact, engagement or involvement with her, of any kind, will no longer be


possible or negotiable.







Catherine Maguire
F/T Employee - Blenkinsop Residence


cc:     Community Living British Columbia (CLBC)
Community Social Services Employers' Association (CSSEA) and the Community Social Services


Bargaining Association Of Unions (CSSBA) - CUPE 3999
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b.) I will be submitting an official and formal notice of complaint to Community Living British
Columbia (CLBC) and releasing this, and my correspondence letter to you of September 17,
2019, in support of my claim of unsafe, unrealistic and damaging workplace conditions for which
employees and clients alike are being affected due to the abusive and unprofessional
behaviours of a few select employees. This formal complaint will outline the steps undertaken
in detailing the conditions which exist and the efforts taken to attempt effective resolution as
per your direct intervention.


c.) In the coming days, I will be making formal contact and submission with CUPE 3999 and
reporting my personal experiences in order to seek their guidance, direction and direct support
and assistance in resolving these long-standing and unhealthy workplace conditions.


d.) Lastly, failing all other options and recourses available to me, and in the event that further


neglect in addressing and resolving these unsafe workplace conditions remain constant, I will be


actioning my entitlement to secure employee sick benefits and, with my physician's written


endorsement, will be applying for an immediate stress leave, on an indeterminate time basis.


It deeply troubles me and seriously affects my emotional health Bill to recognize that my refusal to
permit any further workplace abuses leaves me appearing as a "problem employee", while you appear


to have every confidence and assurance in those staff who have consistently betrayed your trust and


have made a mockery of your kindness and confidences. These same individuals continue to collect


paycheques, even at overtime rates, while the rest of us are forced to take time off due to physical


illness, abundant stress and severe emotional distress over the continued and unresolved conditions


which plague our Blenkinsop Residence.


Although I have much respect and admiration for you directly Bill, the truth remains that I cannot and
will not subject myself to any further conditions for which my physical health, mental health, or my
professional integrity and reputation, may be defamed and exposed to any further irreprehensible
conditions by individual staff to whom you are either unwilling to accept their behaviours as factual, or
have elected to permit their continued behaviours with little to no intent of actioning effective resolve
immediately.


Lastly, please be advised that in the coming days, I will also forward to you, via e-mail, my correct


calculations and monies yet unpaid and owing from shifts worked. It is my hope that you will review
these calculations, at your earliest convenience, and make remittance of any outstanding amounts, as


soon as reasonably possible.


Thank you kindly Bill.


Respectfully,
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Recognizing and appreciating that text messaging is a routine and preferred method of communications within your
organization, I will respectfully refrain from further communications, of major importance or relevance, in this manner
in order to avoid any potential miscommunications, misunderstandings and/or ineffective conveyance of
information. Instead, I would prefer that any further communications be conducted via my personal e-mail, if at all
possible and practical, given your scheduling demands. For your easy and immediate reference and convenience,
my direct e-mail address is snoops57@telus.net. This letter is intended to resolve any outstanding issues of
misunderstanding and/or confusion which may exist in this continuing condition involving myself and a co-worker.


BACKGROUND INFORMATION:


Since commencing my employment with your Organization, a number of staff members at the Blenkinsop
Residence have befriended me and my relations with them have been close and supportive in their relationship of
caring for this group home's residents. It is these close working relationships developed that have resulted in
various and numerous co-workers sharing their personal experiences of statements, made to them directly by a
single co-worker, in referencing what they have described as disturbing, inappropriate and completely fabricated.
Such reports have been on-going and continuous since August 2019, for which I personally did not feel any need
to address directly and did not discuss or report these incidents disclosed, to anyone, including yourself, as the
Organization's CEO. My position was that these disturbing statements would eventually dissipate when no one
gave any undue attention or opposition to this individual, or her disturbing disposition concerning me, and that this
individual would quickly abandon all further efforts of attention and manipulation.


Regrettably, as you are all too aware, this has not been the desired outcome, as anticipated. Despite maintaining
my silence of this co-worker, and her allegations, to my colleagues at work, these reports of damaging and
debilitating statements for which I have been accused have remained consistent and ever-more difficult in effectively
managing over these past months. Resultingly, I elected to advise you of my concerns and the emotional difficulties
being experienced in the workplace environment, due to the unfortunate and unwarranted harassment and abuse
these statements have represented for me. This has accumulated to, and as per your direction, my formal
compliance and submission of a letter of complaint/grievance, dated and submitted on 07 October 2019, to your
direct attention and care.


Catherine Mary Maguire
Follow-up concerning recent events


Dear Bill,


RE:


ABILITIES COMMUNITY SERVICES
Mr. Bill Doorschot, Chief Executive Officer
1102 Craigflower Road
Victoria, BC V9A 2Y1


YOUR IMMEDIATE
ATTENTION REQUESTED19 October 2019


WITHOUT
PREJUDICE
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Please permit me an opportunity to address your statements and concerns, as expressed in these text messages.


Given the distress and worry experienced over these past months, and the gradual worsening of the effects this
stress has created for me, I wish to advise you of my personal experience when arriving to work for my scheduled
3-11 pm shift, on 16 October 2019. Upon my arrival at the residence at 2:50pm, I proceeded to address the recycling
bins, located outside by the garage, and prepare them for pick up. I was immediately confronted by my co-worker,
to whom these on-going difficulties have been experienced. I had only reached the bottom of the stairs to the
residence, and before I could even ascend the stairs, this co-worker was already standing on the top landing of the
stairs, and in aggressive tone and mannerism, stated to me, "you need to have discrepancies". I did not reply as it
was clearly evident that this individual was agitated. This co-worker then proceeded to hastily comment on the
status of the residents of the group home. I stated only, "thank you" for which my co-worker proceeded to leave the
residence. I entered the residence and no further communications occurred between myself and this individual.
Given her demeanour, I was deeply concerned of possible further verbal, and/or physical threats, being enacted
by this individual. As such, I immediately text messaged you Bill, at 3:02pm, to advise you of the events which had
only just taken place. At no time, did I commit to yelling at anyone (including my co-worker) and the only words I
spoke at all was my original "thank you" to my co-worker for sharing the information concerning the residents at this
home.


I am highly suspect of this co-worker's claim to you that she was yelled at by me, from the kitchen area, when
we had engaged in no further direct communication with each other and this individual had left the residence.  For


Excerpt of text messages received
on 16 October 2019, by Catherine
Maguire, from CEO, Bill Doorschot
(Abilities Community Services)


"/ did get a call from Sarah stating that she tried to pass on shift info to you
and that you yelled at her from the kitchen. I'm disappointed that you are
unwilling to engage in a process to find a resolution to some of these
issues. At this point my response to your complaint will be the end of this
process. I will inform Sarah and address the issues with her."


You further state:


"Are you suggesting that you are going on stress leave starting tomorrow?
You keep mentioning 'working with Sarah', however, you two don't work
together...In your email you stated that you're quitting if Sarah continues
to work at Blenkinsop. As of today, Sarah is still working at Blenkinsop. You
are also implying bias in my dealings with you and Sara by stating that'
...despite your confidence in her' [Sarah]... It is my view, that I have treated
this situation objectively and respectfully. It must be stated that both
parties have rights - the right to be heard and the right to defend their
positions - even if those positions do not align with ours."


Current Conditions/Issues:


It is my personal belief and stated position that there exists an element of miscommunications and clarity of
information which exists to-date, given the inconsistencies and inherent elements of text message communications


regularly utilized in sharing information between us. It is my further belief that you, in your role as this Organization's
CEO, have taken my concerns and issues described with the degree of importance they require. Despite this, the
events leading to the communications between us on 16 October 2019, resulted in a text message I received from
you, whereby you have stated:
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this reason, it is indeed difficult to fully understand and appreciate this individual's claim and formal statement to you.
Additionally, it is suspicious that this co-worker, in her demonstrated agitated state observed, would then find reason
to contact you in order to issue her statement of complaint specifically regarding me. Rather, it appears more
plausible that this individual considered the possibility that I would again report her unprofessional conduct to you
and thus, elected to exercise a pre-emptive strike in describing circumstances and events which simply did not occur,
as she has alleged.


With respect to your disappointment stated in my unwillingness to engage in formal and active mediation of this on
going matter concerning this same co-worker, again, please allow me to elaborate on this matter further, for
clarification purposes.


The emotional distress and personal suffering that I have endured throughout the duration of these on-going issues
and experiences has been extensive and dramatic. It has led to a weakened state of emotional endurance and
physical stamina for which I am no longer able to accept any further engagements with this individual. With this
said, mediation processes respectively imply, if not demand, that two conflicting parties come to mutual agreements
and cooperative resolve to their stated issues/concern. Respectfully Bill, there is only one issue which requires
resolution. This is, and remains, the on-going hostility and unfounded accusations afflicted by this co-worker. Such
unprofessional and unwarranted conduct is truly unnegotiable and, as such, there is relatively little to no rationale
for mediation as, whether intentional or not, such a process only serves to imply that I have had a direct role and
responsibility in creating and/or continuing the conditions and behaviours for which I have been subjected. This is
simply not the case, again, as you are all too aware. Rather, stating your disappointment in my decision to formally
renounce this process and not participate, as requested, further contributes to a perception that I have direct
accountability for the problems encountered at work and have a degree of responsibility in actively addressing, and
resolving, them accordingly. With all due respect Bill, I wish to suggest, for your consideration, that this accountability
rests solely and completely with the Organization's management, and given the absence of an on-site manager at
this residence, this would suggest that you are the primary source for such accountability of effective and immediate
resolution to the concerns/complaints submitted to your attention. Your statements further propose a perspective
that this individual has "rights" to confront and debate the issues and concerns raised by me, as my formal complaint
submitted names her directly and specifically. Respectfully, as a victim of this individual's on-going and continuous
harassment, I am not obliged to subject myself to further instances of conflict, real or perceived, in satisfying this
request and it remains my "right" to refuse participation on the basis, and for the express rationale, described herein.


In response to your statement that, "my response to your complaint will be the end of this process. I will inform Sarah
and address the issues with her", please note that I am appreciative for your concerted efforts in formally addressing
the complaints submitted to you, and my desire and determination to end these workplace issues and concerns. It
is certainly understood and appreciated that management has the "right" to manage and, it is with confidence and


assurance that you will address these on-going abuses accordingly, effectively and immediately. With this said, I
have attended my physician's office, on 17 October 2019, and upon updating my physician of my current emotional
distress experienced, the physician has recommended a period of time off work for me, due to the mounting stress
and emotional trauma that I am experiencing given this on-going dilemma experienced concerning this co-worker.
A copy of this physician's note has already been submitted to you, however, a copy is attached to this letter, for your
reference and convenience. Please note this current "stress leave" is neither desired or welcomed by me. Rather,
it is a direct response in addressing the emotional distress I am experiencing, and it's damaging and debilitating
health effects realized. As such, it is appreciated that you are aware and acknowledge that this action is not reflective
of you, as CEO, or of your handling of my submitted complaints. This action has been necessitated solely on the
basis of the continued abuses and harassment I have experienced on-the-job with this specific individual co-worker.
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For this reason, my text message statement to you on 16 October 2019 informing you of my intent to seek an
immediate stress leave requires your astute understanding and consideration for the reasons and rationale, as
detailed in this correspondence.


You are most correct and accurate that I have, and continue to, express my concerns and adamant rejection in
working directly with this specific individual co-worker. Thankfully, you have assured that I, and this specific co-
worker, are not scheduled to work shifts together. Respectfully however, this does not account for situations, such
as on 16 October 2019, for which this co-worker is getting off shift while I am arriving at work for my scheduled shift.
Additionally, this does not address conditions for which various staff members may switch shifts with one another
and negate their responsibility to indicate these changes on the Blenkinsop residence staff work schedule. Such
instances as these, have occurred whereby previous approval and authorization has not been granted by you, or
even brought to your attention. I do not wish to debate or assume anything, in this regard, however, it is for these
reasons that I have repeatedly stated that I am not prepared or willing to work with this co-worker. My intended
message is simply to state that I do not wish to engage in any possibly confrontational and/or potentially
harassing/abusive demonstrations directed at me, by this individual, as specifically experienced upon my arrival for
work on 16 August 2019. Furthermore, it is pure exacerbation and exhaustion that I have stated to you of my intent
to resign my employment position with your Organization if I am to continue encountering such unprovoked
experiences. Again, it is pertinent and important that you realize Bill that I thoroughly enjoy my position with Abilities
Community Services and have some very meaningful, positive and supportive relations with my colleagues, in
addition to the residents of this group home facility. I neither wish, or plan, to resign my employment position, unless
no other resolve is available and effectively achieved, for my direct and immediate benefit. Again, my comment
does not imply or assume that you are not addressing my concerns, however, it does relate directly to my personal
experiences at the workplace. It is respectfully suggested, for your consideration, that such comments be
understood for the rationale and context for which it has been expressed to you. Regrettably, as stated earlier, text
messaging is a fast and convenient method of communications however, it often lacks in content, clarity and effective
context.


With respect to your understanding that I perceive you as "biased (in your) confidence(s)" concerning this specific
individual, it is unfortunate and discouraging that you are of this stated conviction. Rather, as an employer, it is
incumbent and required that you assert confidence and supports for all your employees. This specific individual is
certainly no exception, despite her demonstrated and evidentiary behaviours and misconduct. This statement, as
issued by me, which you take exception, is not reflective of demeaning or negative connotations, but rather, is a
direct attempt at being respectful toward you and your position, and your associated accountabilities, in addressing
these concerns with another residence employee. As such, your statement that "that (you) have treated this situation
objectively and respectfully" is fully supported, despite the fact that continued circumstances and experiences remain
on-going to-date, often without your informed knowledge and/or sufficient understanding.


Lastly, with respect to your statement, "It must be stated that both parties have rights - the right to be heard and the
right to defend their positions - even if those positions do not align with ours", please accept my suggestion for the
express purpose, and in the context, for which it is intended. Specifically, Bill, it needs to be understood that I am
not now nor have I ever questioned or debated anyone's rights, or their choice to exercise their rights, accordingly.
Unfortunately, it appears that my rights present with less regard or concern. Again, this is probably unintentional,
however, when you speak of others' rights, and your disappointment with my decision, it implies that I am not
conducting myself as a team player in a cooperative, collaborative and professional manner, as expected. This is
neither accurate or applicable. I have maintained explicit demonstrations as a reputable and seasoned health
services professional with over 40 years of expertise in my professional practice.  Such a comment only serves to
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exacerbate my diminishing hope for an effective and conclusive resolve to the concerns I have submitted, to your
direct attention. Respectfully, it is with great exception that I must offer, for your consideration, that this statement
is neither necessary, nor deserving, for any reason, including my decision to respectfully reject mediation services.


As I am sure you can agree, there has been substantial strain and concern that has existed for awhile now, for both
you and I respectively, regarding the on-going conditions and concerns expressed by many regarding the Blenkinsop
residence. Although it may be interrupted as a personal bias, I wish to convey my dedication and faithful loyalty to
my ethics, principles and conduct in the demonstrated performance of my duties, as a qualified and experienced
health services professional. It would be most unfortunate to conclude, from your last statement cited, that you
question these characteristics, clearly evidenced in my demonstrated work performance, with Abilities Community
Services, and throughout a life-time career of professional service history. I would respectfully suggest that you
reconsider your perception and understanding, as it pertains to these known characteristics that span a well-
established and long-standing history of evidentiary realities.


In concluding this correspondence, I would like to suggest that, upon your successful and completed resolution to
the current and anticipated outcomes required in effectively resolving these constant on-going issues and concerns,
you advise me accordingly, at your earliest convenience. Please feel most welcome in contacting me, if you wish to
address these concerns directly, again via my e-mail address provided.


Failing such opportunity, and with no other alternatives in place, I will be seeking legal council, in addition to, making
formal communication and submission with various Provincial Government authorities in seeking an effective and
positive resolve to the stated, and submitted, issues and concerns identified, and collaborated, by numerous
employees, also employed at the Blenkinsop residence. This statement is neither intended nor implied to represent
a threatening tone or demeanour, Bill. Rather, the exact opposite! It is my resolve and determination that this on
going matter be effectively resolved conclusively and immediately.


Additionally, and respectively, I am seriously considering the securement of a Peace Bond and/or Restraining
Orderwith respect to this specific individual co-worker. As this individual has demonstrated constant and continued
contempt for adhering to safe and appropriate workplace conduct, and continues to fail in this manner to-date,
despite (and in blatant disregard to) your active engagement and direction, it is reasonable and realistic to anticipate
that this same individual may be capable and prone to aggressive behaviours, especially in light of her highly agitated
demeanour and behaviours demonstrated toward me. For this reason, I am directly advising you of my concerns
and fears for my personal safety, and, will be actioning any methods or avenues as recommended by law
enforcement officials or my solicitor.


Lastly, and with express and applied confidence, it is important and relevant that you understand that I am neither a
weak, emotionally unhealthy or intellectually-frail individual. My current emotional distress experienced has
accumulated from months of continued and unresolved workplace abuses. Despite these conditions, I remain a very
strong individual, and my effective capacities and abilities at coping with, and managing my stress, is highly
commendable and certainly remains securely intact and indiscriminate. Despite this fact, I have endured numerous
events, conditions and circumstances which have diminished my endurance in continuously dealing with workplace
abuses for which I feel effective resolve, and conclusionary outcomes, are neither close at hand, or effectively
observed/adhered to by all employees, specifically and conclusively, concerning this individual co-worker to whom
my expressed concerns have been duly submitted and accepted by you, and clearly substantiated and verified by
other Blenkinsop staff members.
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Catherine M. Maguire
Employee (F/T) - Blenkinsop Residence


/CM


ATTACHMENT: Medical Note, Dr. Andrew Jervis, Esquimalt Medical Centre, dated 17 October 2019.


I look forward, in anticipation and promising faith, to hearing from you, at your earliest convenience. I am sure you
will agree that these on-going issues and conditions have existed for far too long and directly impact the on-going
attention and care of the residents of the Blenkinsop residence and other staff members, in addition to myself, as
the targeted recipient of these intentional and unsolicited workplace attacks and abuses.


As a practicing health care professional, and respecting the delicacies of applicable policy and procedural standards
incumbent to workplace environments, and obligatory confidentiality statutes, it is imperative that effective
communications be considered, for which text messaging, unfortunately, often fails to meet our intended or required
purposes efficiently. Inconsistent perspectives, unintentional misunderstandings, respective assumptions, and a
lack of necessary content and context to such communications are inherently probable, and consistently
experienced, as a regular expectation when exercised as a customary norm and required Organizational norm. For
this reason, I respectfully submit, for your consideration, that this matter be effectively addressed and, efficiently
resolved, in a mutual, collaborative and complementary communications approach between us.


Thank you kindly for your anticipated support, understanding and effective resolve, in a timely fashion, to responding
to this correspondence, and my requests, at your earliest convenience, Bill.


In appreciation and respect,


#
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Dr ^ndrew Jer^is
68183


Catherine Maguire
12 Sep 1957
1 Price Road View Royai
Victoria BCV9B1V4


Catherine is unable to work as of October 17, 2019, due to medical illness. To be reassessed November 28,
2019.


17Oct2019


3-1153 Esquimau Road, Victoria, BC, V9A 3N? Phone: (778) 255-4305 Fax: (778) 266-4306"
Email: office@flsquimaltmedicalclinic.com


ESQUIMAU MEDICAL CLINIC


ATTACHMENT:








From:Cathy Maguire <snoops57@telus.net>
Sent:Wednesday, October 30, 2019 8:41 PM
To:'Bill Doorschot'
Subject:Follow up of In-Appropriate Situations while on Shift
Attachments:30 Oct 2019 Follow up Letter to Bill.docx


Bill


As again there was not an opportunity to share with you prior to going off on stress. I have sent you above dates &
times of shifts worked that were a challenge due to feeling uncomfortable when on shift, that contributed to my stress
and caused me to book off.


I am not actively seeking any further dialogue on this letter it is only being sent to you for an awareness. I can and will be
available if you feel the need for further discussion in regards to anything in the letter.


The intent of the letter is clearly to be interpreted as facts without any underlying tone and or cause to be of an
upsetting nature.


I am looking forward to my return date and again will keep you posted.


Thank you,


Cathy Maguire


Cathy Maguire







26 Sept 2019


Artemis was working that shift as Overtime, with myself. LeighAnn arrived and they both were in the
staff office with the door closed. I prepared dinner, M.Mc-called out to Artemis-to let her know dinner
was ready. No answer, I went to the office door-opened it and they were sitting very close with no
regard of time or respect of workplace. I said, to Artemis-Dinner is ready, and immediately went to bring
S.W. dinner to her. Around the 7:00 time-just before calling you, again they both were in the staff office
and it was very much felt-that "3"s a crowd. I than asked LeighAnn if she was leaving, she said she will
wait to see what Artemis wants. It was very uncomfortable and stressful to be there. Reason of my call-
not feeling well-totally stressed by the inappropriate behaviours of co-workers.


30 Sept 2019


M.Mc-Appt. for 3:30 with Erin,


I had arrived for 2:30 that shift to prepare of gathering M.Mc money, meds, and snack to be taken with
her for the appointment. There was no message or notice for the late arrival from Artemis. M.Mc-was


not happy for being late. I had picked up the phone just before 3:30 to notify Erin we would be late,
when Artemis pulled in. I hung the phone up. We were getting into the Company Van-when Artemis,
commented of making it on time. I said, we are going to be late for M. 3:30 appt. Artemis-said that Bill
knows that I'm late every Monday, and M. knows that too. We had arrived 10 min late and at that
session M. was asked to not eat her snack while in the session. When I asked after the session if M.
could eat it in the waiting area. Was told no as to avoid having any crumbs. So as M. could not eat in the


I also wanted to follow up with you to share of a few shifts worked


01 Sept 2019: On that Sept Schedule the shift itself was posted as a 3-11 rather than 3-10. LeighAnn
worked that shift. On that date when doing her own personal laundry, I was bringing S.W. food tray
down when I had stepped into water that was over the top of my running shoe, the entire area was
covered. I quickly called up for Leighann, for help. She came down and rushed to the washer. Initally I
had thought she had been washing laundry belonging the residents. When for a fact she had brought in
her own laundry and what caused the tub to over-flow that a towel that was draped over the tub-had
fallen into the drain hole of the tub-which than overflowed unto the floor area. I offered to use the
machine to suck up the water but as Leighann was insistent upon doing it, I than went upstairs to sit
with M. and returned later with S. Dinner.


9:10-LeighAnn than commented that she was done and was leaving the premises. The entire shift she
had seemed pre-occupied and distance and I just left it at that. Leighann had not clocked out for 9:00*


Good Evening Bill


I appreciated of hearing from you on this date and had sent you a texted message shared that as of 06
Nov 2019,1 will be seen by my Dr.


30th Oct 2019







14 Oct 2019


Initial plans were to take M. For Thanksgiving supper as S.W. was scheduled to be with her sister from
2:30 p.m.-8:00 or 8:30.


Artemis said that you would not allow for her to be away from the House so was unable to go out with
M. and me when asked for dinner.


Upon arrival to work-site, as M.Mc-had not been feeling well and as there was no money to be used,


plans were cancelled and there was leftovers that could be re-heated.


Artemis-stated that she would be down in S.W. cleaning. She was on dinner duty that night. Artemis had
went to S.W. Suite shortly after 3:00 p.m. She had not returned at all, I had prepared M. Supper which
was not of any concern.


By 7:15, shift change-M. was beginning to become upset.


13 Oct 2019 SUNDAY


Prepared the chicken for dinner with potatoes etc. There was only about 2-tblps. of butter left in a
container to be used for the dinner. ***A note placed on the TEAMS in regards of a full-container on the
Sat-Shift was confirmed by 3 staff.


Later that evening I had prepared lasagna and had separated the portions-ventured out to the Fridge in
the Garage to store the extra's and was not able to as there was 22Lbs. of Dog-Food in the freezer. The
Fridge in the House also had Dog-food in the container belonging to the House.


van-l had suggested she eat her snack while we were at the Tim Horton's location, which she had agreed
too. M. Mc-managed very well.


Upon returning to the house: Immediately Artemis-shared that she had called Dray-as per S.W. request
to notify that on that evening S.W. preferred to go out shopping and was ready as Artemis had made her
Kraft dinner and she was all done. I firmly told Artemis-that she should not have done that, as first of ail-
that part of the shift was mine. And second of all as I weekly am with S.W. on that shift I was well aware
of what was happening especially for the non-communication with Dray. But on that date as again, I was


well aware-l had plans to talk to S.W. about speaking with Dray. I told Artemis-no way was that
happening. So Artemis, called Dray back and told me she made a mistake. I do not know what was said,
but when S.W. and I were together it was discussed of what she wanted to do, as for the past previous
weeks S.W. commented of feeling bad for not having spoken with Dray. So the choice was that S.W.
decided to call Dray and they talked for over an hour. When I talked with S.W. after her call she was
happy. ** I had not liked how over-bearing Artemis had been the entire shift. Never once being
respectful to take ownership for her lateness-in other words-when she arrived is when she arrived-she


gave no thought of how her lateness affected others. When Artemis asked me, of why I had not sent her
a text-l said, why? Because the week prior when I texted you and called you and left you messages from
my cell and the house phone you had not answered me. So why would you assume that I would contact
you again?


Artemis stayed that shift til almost ten, which was rare as again, she 9/10 leaves the site before or
around 9:00 p.m. If she stays at work-she is doing her homework.







Cathy Maguire


7:29 I went down to the suite and there was Artemis & LeighAnn, I said M. is waiting for you and left.
LeighAnn remained on the premises-again, no respect or care in the world. I was in the staff office and
could clearly "hear" them talking to one-another yet M. was watching her tv.


I decided to join them-but when I had-they left M. living-room area. Very briefly spoke in the kitchen


area-it was tense and uncomfortable. So I again returned to staff office.


I asked Artemis of what time she was staying on site, she said til 9:00 why? I said oh just wondered as


sometimes Staff stay til 9:00 or 10:00 she said there is no reason to stay after 9:00.1 said at times there
is, she said tell me when. I did not further engage-as you want to leave-go a-head thought was in my
head.


Artemis & LeighAnn stayed til 10:00, of course it was a stat-as there was no reason for them to stay-as
they both only had sat together in the living-room until that time.


As I had not had an opportunity to share the above situations with you prior to myself going off on
Stress it is important to me, to follow up and to provide you dates and times of those difficult shifts. I am
not alone in having worked under those circumstances.
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Catherine M. Maguire
1 Price Road
Victoria, BC


V9B 1V4


September 18, 2019


PRIVATE AND CONFIDENTIAL


ATTN:  Mr. Bill Doorschot


ABILITIES COMMUNITY SERVICES
1102 Craigflower Road


Victoria, BC


V9A 2Y1


RE:     Serious Workplace Concerns and Conditions at Blenkinsop Residence


Dear Bill,


It is with serious and concerned intent that I write to you today on behalf of the multiple conditions that exist at
Blenkinsop Residence. In so doing, I risk further verbal attacks, ridicule, harassment and emotional hardship in
expressing my concerns to you directly and in this formal manner. It is for this reason, unless conditions are resolved
immediately, I have elected to seek employment elsewhere in which to secure my emotional well-being and safe
and ethical work practices.


It must be stated Bill that you are a very kind and considerate Boss and you're sincere and meaningful supports are


most appreciated. Regrettably, my colleagues and I are cognizant that you are simply not aware of most of the
conditions and situations that are occurring regularly at the Blenkinsop Residence. Although I would prefer to remain
anonymous in which to avoid any further abuses, the fact remains that I stand by my comments expressed in this
letter to you. I am also most confident that my statements can be collaborated and verified by other reputable and
ethical staff members who are also experiencing the same worsening conditions.


This letter serves no other purpose than to inform you of these conditions which exist, from my personal and direct


experiences.


In no particular order, these conditions, in brief, are as follows:


A) Employee Work Schedule Manipulation:


?I had answered to accept of your request to make a schedule. I brought in a couple of styles of a schedule
and when I was about to show it to Artemis she said no it would be better if Leigh Ann did the schedule. I
informed her that when I had mentioned it to LeighAnn, she liked the idea that I had offered, as she did
not want to do it. Artemis than said that she would do it, as it would not constitute overtime for her and
that scheduling is difficult and I would not know how it works at the Blenkinsop site, pertaining to
Seniority. I said no more, at the time, and put my samples of the Schedules away as Artemis completely
took over without any interest in even reviewing my samples.


D  On 22 July Monday I had agreed to switch shifts with Sarah for 01 Aug Thursday so she could attend court.
I would work her 7-3 pm shift and she would have worked my 3-11 pm shift.


?On 30 July Tuesday, I was informed that Sarah had decided to take the entire date of 01 Aug off, as court
may be delayed for her case.


D  Staff Schedule - Changes reflected to show that Sarah and Artemis made a switch for 01 Aug, to confirm
that now Artemis would be working the 3-11 pm shift for that date and Sarah had been scheduled to work


3-10 pm for 11 Aug Sunday shift.
?On 30 July Tuesday, I texted Artemis. As Sarah had decided to take the entire shift off on 01 Aug and as


the 3-11 pm shift was mine, I was taking it back and assumed that Sarah probably never thought to ask


me if I wanted it back.


?On 31 July, Artemis was on the schedule to work the 11-7 pm shift.







?Derogatory and Inflammatory Accusations:


?Sarah accusing me of putting specific medications into the Metamucil that was given to Susan


?Sarah telling another co-worker, I am lazy and that I am trying to make S fall asleep so that I will not have


to be with her


?Sarah commenting that I choose to NOT cook meals


Other Factors:


D  Sarah's actions of removing items from the Grocery List that I had written as per decision with both ladies,


as Sarah believed the items had too much sodium


?When I returned to work it was very disappointing that the ladies choices were not purchased. As well as
other items placed on the Grocery List by myself and another co-worker on shift. Afternoon staff prepare
actual meals and again include both ladies with asking what they would like for meals


D  When I accidently left Marj's personal money pouch at the coffee shop and had spoken with you, as per
our discussion, I had placed the 100.00 that was in Marj's Binder behind the blue divider into another
pouch that was in the main office. Following day I had explained the situation to Sarah of what had taken
place, and with strong defiance she told me that the money was not behind the blue divider. She was very


Prepared S Meds-CM and meds
were placed into my pocket


immediately after 1 dispensed them.


Brought directly to S.


Prepared S Meds -SB


Prepared S-Meds-CM
Meds were placed into round
closed-container with pink lid prior
to Sarah's late arrival.
Sarah remarked that 1 put four
meds into the dry Metamucil-I told
her twice that 1 had not done that.


Entire Day 1 worked one to one with


Marjoire.


Prepared S-Meds-SB


27 Tue Sarah 7-3


27 Tue Cathy 7-3/311


22 Thurs Sarah 7-3
22 Thurs Cathy 7-3


18 Sunday Sarah 7-3/3-10
18 Sunday Cathy 7-3/3-11


12 Monday Sarah 7-3
12 Monday Georgia-9-3
12 Monday Cathy 7-11/3-11
12 Monday Suzy 11-3/3-10


11 Sunday Sarah 3-10
11 Sunday Cathy 3-11


August


22 Monday-Sarah 7-3/3-10


22 Monday Cathy 7-3/3-11


Prepared M.Mc- A.M.-Meds-


CM


08 Monday-Sarah 3-10
08 Monday Cathy 3-11


July
02 Sunday-Sarah 3-10
02 Sunday-Cathy 3-11


June


? Artemis replied thru text: "That's so nice of you to be willing to switch shifts with Sarah to help her out.
Now that I am working Aug 1st I would be happy to work 7-3 instead and you can work your regular 3-11


and I'll change it on my schedule."


** Artemis-worked that shift - by switching shifts with Sarah - but that shift was not offered to casual that


was available. How was that possible for Sarah to have switched the Hours with me to begin with than
to have made another switch with Artemis?


**When I worked with Sarah and we had talked about the 3-11 being offered back to me, she became very
assertive and said, Bill said we could switch and that neither one of them were getting overtime. I said


really, as when I asked of wanting to have a day off, and I asked Bill even if it the shift constituted
overtime ? Bill replied of preference of not having to pay overtime. * Sarah with hostility stated Bill said it
was okay and that neither Artemis nor she would receive OTfor their shifts.


** Conversation ofreguestfor time off was communicated thru SharePoint or Teams-Cathy & Bill.


SHIFTS WORKED WITH SARAH







adamant that it was not there. Again I am unsure of why so much anger and such confrontational


mannerism and I dropped the conversation.


?Sarah stated that the day of Georgia's Interview, she had returned to the house and when she had
entered the residence, Georgia said to her, "Oh your back had not expected you so soon?" Sarah said that
Georgia looked sweaty and her face was red and has implied that "something" had been going on
between Georgia and you, Bill.


?Sarah has stated that I bring in deserts to work. Last week was my birthday, in addition to the death of
my brother and later that evening listening to the serious accusation Sarah had told other co-workers


concerning me in regards of S's medications left me completely exhausted.


?Last Thursday I asked Michelle to please pick up pizza and pumpkin pie with money I personally supplied.
With exception of Pumpkin Pie, Michelle kindly had paid for it. Bill, the week was tough and I needed a
break, and had not told anyone it was my birthday. Michelle bought the pizza, and both ladies each had 2


pieces, with a slice of pumpkin pie. Later that evening between 8-8:30 pm, my husband stopped by, stood


outside the door, and dropped off 6 tiny cupcakes to the house and to wish me a Happy Birthday. His
thought was to have the cupcakes shared with my co-workers and ladies of the house. Due to


circumstance that S.W. immediately required both staff to be with her to provide comfort and re
assurance to her, the un-opened miniature cupcakes were left at the house after shift as they had been
forgotten about. *Case Notes-documentation of above was noted.


The range, magnitude and serious ramifications of the disturbing accusations levied by some staff members of their
colleagues has been nothing short of emotionally exhausting and personally devastating. Such comments,
references and accusations of colleagues intentionally negating the needs and health of our clients has far-reaching
implications due to their serious inflammatory and derogatory nature. In addition to such unjust accusations, devoid
of any fact or reality, these disruptive staff members have created, and further perpetuate, a highly-toxic work
environment for which most staff members are emotionally exhausted and constantly under extreme duress in
anticipating and routinely addressing further abuses of this nature.


NOT FOLLOWING THE MENU?
Being informed that I am lazy and not following the menu, is ridiculously false and it unbelievable to be accused of


such blatant falsities. The full-time evening staff have offered other food choices with both ladies such as stir-fry's
and a choice of Mexican food. Our clients have loved it. If the items are available at the home, then why can't the
menu be flexible to suit the desires and needs of our clients? Variations of preparing the food has been appreciated.


For example: Thursday Night - rather than Chicken Pot Pie, if the ladies prefer, a simple change of potatoes, either
baked or mashed (as per their preference) with chicken that is prepared is a nice and welcomed favourite of our


clients. They have really enjoyed the change. Other times, chicken has been prepared as a stir-fry and they liked this
change. Even when Lasagna is scheduled, we have served spaghetti with bottled sauce with an added portion of cut


up vegetables in with the sauce. Again, the ladies have commented on how much they have enjoyed these


variations.


Lazy?
After leaving one of my shifts it was then that I noticed recycling had in the neighborhood been put on the street.
But as I was working the next morning for an overtime shift, I arrived to work for 6:30 a.m. to assure of carrying out
the nine blue containers for recycling to the curb to ready for the unknown time of the recycling truck. I had not
claimed the arrival time to be 6:30 a.m. but am sharing that I am responsible and not lazy.


My normal habit is to arrive early but these past few weeks, have been extremely difficult as I feel like I am walking
on egg-shells and have been stressed to my limits.


After the Flood in the Basement: I was the one who wrapped up all of the chords from the dryers and placed them


neatly in the basement so we could access the washer and dryer. I had also replaced the decorations under the
stairs.


During my time of training I wanted to straighten up the shelves in the room outside of Susan's suite. Artemis told
me it would be better if I left it for other staff as they were familiar with what items belonged where and to whom.







Now in the latter month of August, since there was no noticeable changes in that room, I decided to reorganize each


shelf and straighten items up, fold clothing, and swept the floor.


There was no need to document these completed tasks, it simply matters that it was finally done.


B)Consistent and Daily Tardiness of Employees for Shifts:


It is a continuous and arduous attribute of select staff members who never attend work on time for their
scheduled shift. Respectfully, it is understandable and acceptable if someone is delayed in their arrival at
work for circumstances beyond their control. With this, they continue to represent their time worked as


their regular hours scheduled. This represents a complete lack of respect and professionalism toward the


Organization, their colleagues, our clients, and even themselves. Additionally, concerning the latest staff
schedule, has anyone mentioned on their line that it was mistakenly put down as 3-11, whereas their shift


is a 3-10?


Artemis, has school on Mondays and is unable to make it on time for her 3:00 pm shift. She has told me


that is the way it is for Mondays. My time is valuable as is the need to be caring for the ladies to whom
we are responsible. She arrived the one Monday at 3:40 pm and the following Monday at 3:30 pm.
Marjorie has an outing on Mondays and I was assisting both clients as Susan was upset that her tv was not
working. The people that arrive late feel such an entitlement and express freely that it acceptable for
them to arrive at work whenever they get there.


C)Improper care of Client in-ability to manage late outings:


It is astutely known and appreciated that consistent routines are essential in the on-going and relevant
care and well-being of clients at the Blenkinsop Residence. It is unreasonable and unacceptable that
select staff members take advantage by enacting late night outings. The results, as evidenced, are the
heightened states of disruption and over-stimulated reactions created in our clients upon their return to
the Residence. These reactions are then the responsibility of other staff members to manage effectively
and often represent our clients being emotionally-charged for half the night, and unable to settle for their
nightly bedtime routine. Again, this is often represented as care and concern for our clients in taking
them out and showing them a "good time."


D)Lack of Co-worker Supports. Assistance and Guidance:


It is recognized and appreciated the difficulty experienced in securing qualified and experienced staff
members for our specialized client population. Having said this, nothing is more crucial than ensuring our
new staff members have adequate, respectful and pertinent supports and assistance from their
colleagues. Perhaps an avenue for new staff could arise from Students in College for Nursing, Social


Workers?


E)Improper Hygienic Practices in Kitchen involving Pets:
We are most fortunate to enjoy the freedom and luxury of bringing our family pets to the Blenkinsop


Residence. Our pets have certainly contributed too much enjoyment and happiness experienced by our


clientele. With this said, there needs to be a consistent and respectful adherence to food safety and
preparation in the kitchen area. It is simply unacceptable that pets, or their toys, bones, etc., be placed
on kitchen counters, dishes, trays or other food/eating surfaces. This truly represents a clear lack of


commitment to ensuring proper adherence to the Health Canada Statues but, perhaps even more
importantly, in demonstrating respectful and hygienic practices toward our clients, who must depend on
staff to ensure their continued health and well-being.


*lt needs to be noted for clarification, only one staff member continuously placed the dog's items on


dinner trays and placed her dog on the kitchen island and on top of counters.


F)Groceries:
Almond Peanut Butter, Feta Cheese, Eggs, Kale, Coconut Milk and Organic Quinoa are routinely ordered
as well as a lot of green vegetables. Staff have prepared meals with those items and placed them into


take-out containers. It has been noticed that the containers frequently leave the site.







Cathy Maguire


Staff Member (Full-time)
Blenkinsop Residence


G) Fridge:
Staff personal food taking up space on shelves and inside of door.


H) Van:
Numerous times used for personal errands.


Filthy interior from dog hairs and actual dirt and this causes anxiety for client.


It is these above-noted conditions which exist at the Blenkinsop Residence that are, unfortunately, contributing to a
far-worsening work environment for myself and others.


These conditions detailed in this letter have existed now for many months Bill. They have only worsened to a degree


of toxicity for which staff, including myself, are under such extreme emotional distress that we are even fearful to


attend our schedule shifts in anticipation of additional hardships and abuses being perpetrated toward us.


Although I stand on my own in detailing these toxic conditions to you, in this formal letter, I again must reiterate


that further details confirming and authenticating these conditions is available through your other staff members at
the Blenkinsop Residence. It is not my assumption or desire that you take my word alone on these disturbing claims
stated.


As my emotional well-being, professional ethics of care, and reluctance to subject myself to any further instances of
these abuses, either directly or indirectly, remain my highest priority and concern, it is my reluctant but necessary
assertion that I seek employment elsewhere, as per my submitted request for a Letter of Reference. I would surely
be most willing to remain at the Blenkinsop Residence in the event that these concerns are effectively resolved and
the professional expectations required of all staff can be assured.


These serious and damaging accusations and inappropriate false comments are a direct defamation of character


and, as a result, have and continued to affect me physically and emotionally. I have had trouble sleeping. I have


experienced extreme pain in my body and have instant headaches from worries as a result of my fears of what next


is going to be said about what I have done or unfounded accusations of my relationship with the individuals in need


of care at the Residence. I am no longer prepared to walk on eggshells or allow myself to be subjected to this further


unwarranted abuse and harassment.


Realizing that this letter has not been an easy one to write, I can only assume Bill that it is also not an easy one to
read. It gives me no pleasure at all in representing these concerns to you however, it needs to be stated that it is
only my personal respect and appreciation for you that I have elected to detail my concerns in this manner. It is my


hope that you will receive these concerns, as expressed, in the manner and for the purpose they have been intended.
I am certainly willing and able to elaborate on any of the issues address in this letter, at your request.


Thank you Bill for your anticipated interest and dedication in addressing these concerns, as you deem appropriate.


Respectfully,








Cathy Maguire


01 October^ 2019


Continued Damaging Accusations


Bill, I am bringing to your attention for the last time of hearing once again that


after myself, you and Lucy met on 20 Sept, 2019 to discuss the serious allegations


and malicious rumors Sarah has spread about Cathy Maguire in attempting to


harm Susan Whitehouse thru the administration of medications.


As, I (Cathy Maguire) had not been on the premises of Blenkinsopp since 19
September, 2019 until 26 Sept, 2019,1 am extremely disappointed and over
whelmed with the stress of once again hearing that Sarah has chosen to again


shared her damaging comments to a co-worker of how I have tried to harm a


client by method of administering medications. This on-going damaging rumours


have caused me to become physically ill. I'm unable to sleep, feelings of stress


cause me to feel unfunctionable, and I'm exhausted.


As I had verbally mentioned in our meeting that I have held it together and


remained quiet through-out my probation period and even after the beginning of


being told of Sarah's nasty rumours been spread about me.


I have shared in writing that I am un-able to cope in my letter provided to you


thru e-mail that I am unwell due to the seriousness of the allegations. But am now


further at a loss of not knowing how to deal with this on-going damaging behavior


from Sarah.


I no longer feel safe to be at work anytime Sarah Botsford is on the premises


whether it be for shift exchange or again, knowing that when herself and another


staff switch shifts and do not mark those changes on the Staff Schedule posted on


the Bulletin Board. Which results as a stressful time for me as again, I do not want


to show up for work only to find out that Sarah switched shift resulted in her


working with me.


It is too stressful to work there and my health is in jeopardy. I have asked for your


help and now am no longer able to wait for it.
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03 March 2020


COMMUNITY LIVING BRITISH COLUMBIA (CLBC)
ATTENTION: Board of Directors
7th Floor, Airport Square
1200 - West 73rd Avenue
Vancouver, BC V6P 6G5


RE: ABILITIES COMMUNITY SERVICES- Mr. Bill Doorschot, Chief Executive Officer
Ms. Rosa Toste, Residential Manager


1102 Craigflower Road, Victoria, BC V9A 2Y1


RE: AGENCY RESIDENCE - 3922 BLENKINSOP ROAD, VICTORIA, BC


RE: SUBMISSION OF COMPLAINTS AND CONCERNS


Dear CLBC Directors:


Please find attached my formal letter of complaint, for your direct attention and anticipated response.


Thank you!


Respectfully yours,


Catherine Maguire


cc:    Ms. Shireen Clark, President - CUPE Local #374


From:Cathy Maguire <snoops57@telus.net>
Sent:Tuesday, March 03, 2020 3:45 PM
To:CLBCboardreportline@gov.bc.ca
Cc:President CUPE374
Subject:URGENT CLBC Complaint - 03MARCH2020 - Directors - CONFIDENTIAL
Attachments:CLBC Complaint - Cathy Maguire - 03MARCH2020.pdf


Importance:High
Sensitivity:Confidential


ORIGINAL
Cathy Maguire







... Page 2.


RE:   ABILITIES COMMUNITY SERVICES  - Mr. Bill Doorschot, Chief Executive Officer
- Ms. Rosa Toste, Residential Manager
1102 Craigflower Road. Victoria. BC V9A 2Y1


RE:   AGENCY RESIDENCE - 3922 BLENKINSOP ROAD, VICTORIA, BC


RE:   SUBMISSION OF COMPLAINTS AND CONCERNS


Dear CLBC Directors:


My name is Cathy and I am a full-time employee with the above-named employer, in Victoria, BC. I have
been employed with this organization since 16 April 2019 as a Mental Health Worker whereby I serve
the individual needs of two clientele who reside in the Blenkinsop Road Residence.


Please note that I am currently off work, and under physician care, on a medical health
leave, effective commencing 11 February 2020 with no known or anticipated return to work date identified,
at this time. I also had been off work from 17 October 2019 to 07 November 2019 for medical reasons.
To-date, eight letters have been provided to Bill Doorschot, CEO, outlining my concerns and reason for
being off work on medical leave. WorkSafe BC has advised me that, after four attempts, they have been
unsuccessful in reaching Bill or having their calls returned. In conversation with CUPE #374 President in
October 2019, I am further aware that Bill had not paid our Union Dues since July 2019 and had not return
calls to the Union. Following a WorkSafe BC requirement that I consult with a psychologist, they have now
accommodated my request for financial assistance for my time off from work from October to November


2019.


This official submission of complaint is issued in full and strict confidence as I do not wish to suffer further
abuses and repercussions from my employer or manager. With this said, I am fully prepared to identify
myself to you, the CLBC Board of Directors, in conveying a number of serious and disturbing conditions,
events, and circumstances which have not only had serious consequences on myself and other staff
members at this residential home, but have also impeded the sufficient and necessary care and attention
of our valued residences living in this home.


CONFIDENTIAL
CLBCboardreportline@gov.bc.ca


FILE COP^
COMMUNITY LIVING BRITISH COLUMBIA (CLBC)
ATTENTION: Board of Directors
7th Floor, Airport Square
1200 - West 73rd Avenue
Vancouver, BC V6P 6G5


03 March 2020







For this reason, this letter serves as a concise, yet thorough, outline of the particulars of my official complaint,
for your private and confidential reference and convenience, in representing the essential information and
facts which you need to be directly aware.


It is understood that additional information and clarification will be desired by CLBC in detailing specifics of
each of the items identified in this official submission of complaint. This is fully acceptable and I offer my
full commitment to cooperating with, and providing the necessary supports, you require throughout your
anticipated investigation of these complaints, and the collaborating evidence available to me through my
direct knowledge and personal experiences.


In brief, yet descriptive narratives, this formal submission of complaint attests to the following
infractions committed by the management of ABILITIES COMMUNITY SERVICES, specifically Mr. Bill
Doorshcot (CEO) and Ms. Rosa Toste (Manager), and are not limited to, but include the following
disclosures:


(a)Commencing in Sept 2019, it was discovered that a (former) co-worker was continuously
making false and highly slanderous comments pertaining to my work performance and engagement
with the residents of the Blenkinsop Residence. Some of these comments included statements,


such as:


(i) that I administered the most PRN medication(s) to our residents so that they become
more sullen and less alert so I will not have to deal with them or address their individual
needs and/or behaviours during my scheduled workshift;
(ii) that I am unkind to our residents and treat them poorly - often yelling at them or making
inappropriate and/or harsh statements to them;
(iii) that I often refuse to tend to the needs of the residents at this home and instead ignore
or simply do not actively engage in providing them with the necessary supports and
assistance they seek, or require.


(b)Having first ignored these vicious statements and rumours expressed by a (former) co-worker,
these statements continued to be a frequent and on-going condition for  which I was highly
disturbed and became increasingly distraught over the insistence and blatant fabrication of the
facts concerning my work performance and overall professional capacities as a 40 year
professional in social services and residential health care facilities. My resolved was exhausted
when this same (former) co-worker confronted me on the stairs upon my arrival to work my
scheduled shift. She attempted to intimidate me and then immediately contacted our CEO, Mr. Bill
Doorschot, to report that I was yelling and screaming in the residence and behaving in an
unprofessional manner. Again, this was not factual however, it was this same continuous display
of harassment and workplace bullying for which I simply could no longer function or prepared to
accept. The grounds for which I commence this formal complaint submission is based on the


ATTENTION: Board of Directors
7th Floor, Airport Square
1200- West 73rd Avenue
Vancouver, BC V6P 6G5







following facts concerning the inappropriate and unprofessional response I received from my employer, Mr.
Bill Doorschot, CEO. These include, but are not limited to the following descriptors:


(i) CEO WAS RELUCTANT AND HESITANT TO ACCEPT COMPLAINTS SUBMITTED BY ME AS
FACTUAL AND EVEN QUESTIONED OTHER CO-WORKERS ON WHETHER I WAS CREATING,
CONTRIBUTING TO OR INSTIGATING THE DIFFICULTIES EXPERIENCED WITH THE
ABUSIVE EMPLOYEE. THIS FURTHER VICTIMIZED ME AS IT DEMONSTRATED THE CEO'S
POSITION OF DOUBT IN THE SUBMITTED COMPLAINTS, WHICH DIRECTLY AND
EFFECTIVELY PRECIPITATED HIS LACK OF CONCERN AND ACTION IN ADDRESSING THE
COMPLAINTS SUBMITTED TO HIS DIRECT ATTENTION.


(ii) CEO ALLOWED FOR NUMEROUS WEEKS OF THIS CONTINUED ABUSIVE CONDITIONS
TO GO UNANSWERED STATING THERE WAS A PROCESS TO BE UNDERTAKEN.
RESPECTFULLY, CEO APPEARED TO BE UNINTERESTED AND UNCOMMITTED IN TAKING
COMPLAINTS SUBMITTED SERIOUSLY. IF IT WERE NOT FOR MY INSISTENT AND
REPEATED SUBMISSION OF CONTINUOUS CORRESPONDENCE CONCERNING THESE
COMPLAINTS, IT IS UNKNOWN IF CEO WOULD HAVE EVER FOLLOWED UP AND TAKEN ANY
MEANINGFUL ACTION IN RESOLVING THIS WORKPLACE HARASSMENT/ ABUSE
COMPLAINT TO-DATE.


(ill) CEO WAS UNRESPONSIVE AND APPEARED RELUCTANT AND UNWILLING TO
RESPOND TO ME ON NUMEROUS OCCASIONS WHEN CONTACT WITH HIM WAS
REQUESTED. CEO INSISTED THAT ACCEPTED COMMUNICATIONS WOULD BE RESERVED
FOR TEXT MESSAGING UNTIL I, IN WRITING, INDICATED THAT I PREFERRED WRITTEN E-
MAIL COMMUNICATIONS TO BE FORWARDED BY THE CEO AS OPPOSED TO TEXT
MESSAGING. DESPITE THIS, FEEDBACK, FOLLOW-UP, CONSULTATION AND OPEN
DIALOGUE BETWEEN MYSELF AND THE CEO WAS SPORADIC AND INCOMPLETE AS CEO
WAS UNWILLING TO PROVIDE OPPORTUNITIES FOR DIRECT ENGAGEMENTS WITH ME IN
DEFINING, UNDERSTANDING AND EFFECTIVELY ADDRESSING THE COMPLAINTS ISSUED
BY ME.


(iv) CEO REQUESTED THAT I ATTEND A MEDIATION SESSION BETWEEN MYSELF AND THE
ABUSIVE EMPLOYEE, WITH THE CEO AS THE MEDIATOR. I DECLINED TO ATTEND THIS
MEDIATION SESSION REQUESTED AS I DID NOT WISH TO BE FURTHER VICTIMIZED BY
BEING REQUIRED TO DEBATE THE ABUSIVE EMPLOYEE'S BEHAVIOURS AND BEING
FURTHER SUBJECTED TO ADDITIONAL MANIPULATION AND NARACISSITIC TRAITS OF
THE ABUSIVE EMPLOYEE. CEO EXPRESSED HIS DISCONTENT AND DISPLEASURE WITH
MY STATEMENT OF DECLINE IN ATTENDING MEDIATION, DESPITE THE RATIONALE AND
REASONS STATED BEING FULLY DESCRIBED TO HIM. AGAIN, I FELT FURTHER VICTIMIZED
BY RECEIVING DIRECTLY FROM THE CEO STATEMENTS OF HIS DISAPPOINTMENT,
ANNOYANCE AND DISAPPROVAL OF MY POSITION NOT TO ATTEND MEDIATION AS
REQUESTED.
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(v) CEO'S DEMEANOUR AND LACK OF REGARD FOR ME HAS BEEN DEMONSTRATED
REPREATEDLY BY THE ABOVE-NOTED FACTORS DESCRIBED AND ALTHOUGH, IN
OCTOBER 2019, CEO FINALLY ACKNOWLEDGED IN WRITING THAT I WAS THE VICTIM OF
INAPPROPRIATE WORKPLACE HARASSMENT/ABUSE, NO FORMAL AND/OR OFFICIAL
OFFER OR OPPPORTUNITIES HAVE BEEN EXTENDED BY CEO TO ME IN RELATION TO
LOSS OF INCOME EXPERIENCED AND CEO CONTINUES TO AVOID CONTACT WITH ME ON
NUMEROUS OCCASIONS CONCERNING AVAILABLE OVERTIME SHIFTS TO BE FILLED.


(vi) IT IS MY CONVICTION AND SUBMISSION THAT THE CEO'S BEHAVIOURS, EXHIBITED
THROUGHOUT THE NUMEROUS MONTHS THESE ABUSIVE BEHAVIOURS WERE ENDURED,
ARE A DIRECT AND DELIBERATE DEMONSTRATION OF DISREGARD FOR MY RIGHTS AND
A DEMONSTRATED LACK OF WILLINESSNESS AND APPROPRIATE TIMELY ACTIONS IN
PRESERVING AND ASSURING THE EFFECTIVE PROTECTION OF MY DIGNITY, INTEGRITY
AND SAFETY AS AN EMPLOYEE OF THIS ORGANIZATION.


Respectfully, my formal complaint concerning this Organization is not only with respect to my treatment but
the numerous outrageous and unprofessional/inappropriate behaviours exhibited, encouraged and
perpetuated by our manager, Rosa Toste, and the CEO, Bill Doorschot, which has adversely affected other
staff members and our residential clientele significantly. The following statements are intended to present
a brief, yet descriptive, explanation of the on-going concerns presented within this Organization. In no
particular order, these include, but are not limited to:


Clients at Blenkinsop Residence
Marjorie McKay:
>A decision was made by Manager, Rosa, that no longer will Marjorie have wine at Sunday Church


service as Rosa states it has/could interfere with her medications, even though Marjorie has been on
the same meds for a lengthy period of time with never a concern.


>Church Worshippers - Marjorie has attend the same church for years and attends the Sunday social
after the service - Rosa has not advised them of Marjorie's recent hospitalizations so they could visit


with her, as Rosa states, she herself is not religious.
>Marjorie's family and friends have not been notified of her recent admittances in hospital. Rosa claims


that Marjorie does not want her family to be contacted. Yet Marjorie cried the morning after her return
home as she said she had wanted to let her relatives Val & Gayle know.


>Marjorie has a long-standing friendship with radio hosts of Ocean 98.5 (AJ & Robyn) - while in hospital,
no tv, or radio provided - Marjorie routinely watches at home her daily tv shows, and listens to her


favourite radio announcers on Ocean 98.5.
>Dolores -this friend of Marjorie calls every Thursday and spends time with on her Friday mornings at


Silver Threads. Again, Rosa claims that Dolores has been unwell. Dolores is a very independent lady
and can speak for herself and would have addressed whether or not she was up to being able to contact
or visit Marjorie while she was in hospital.


>No front-line staff were scheduled to be with Marjorie for the duration of her hospital stays as Rosa
claimed that it wasn't necessary as the Nurses were directed to call her, if needed.


>Upon staff insistence, prescription pain medication was ordered when Marjorie first returned back to







the Blenkinsop Residence.   Rosa claimed that Marjorie was just putting it on and that she was
having withdrawal from the narcotics while she was in hospital.


>Marjorie was very sick and had to be re-admitted to hospital due to the severity of her medical condition.
>PCP - Rosa made up the plan without asking core support staff for any input.
>Behavioral Plan, designed by the Behaviour Therapist, Mike Engel, CRT Behavioural Consultant, and


reviewed and updated by Rita Di Gangi, Crt Behavioural Consulatant.  Rosa has stated that it is a
"guide for newbies". Current staff are and have continued to follow the behavioural plan. Manager, Rosa,
directed staff to place their hand over Marjorie's hand with a big bladed knife to cut up a pineapple.
Marjorie stated she had not enjoyed the task and the staff member claimed to have been very nervous.
Marjorie's Behaviour Plan reports that serious self-injury has been a long-standing component of
Marjoire's behavioural pattern. This is considered to be a feature of her psychiatric condition, and
consequently, a relatively fixed aspect of her presentation. Prior to 2008, serious self-injurious incidents
occurred on a regular basis leading to frequent involvement of 911 emergency services. The DDMHT
stressed that Marjorie has a high need for attention and security and her behavior necessitates one to
one staffing and individualized programming was advised. DDMT advise that when Marjorie becomes
upset, she may seek out opportunities to self-injure, which creates an ongoing need for a consistent


safety-proof living environment.
>Even though, it is thought the symptoms people experience with a personality disorder lessens as they


age, the potential for significant self-injury likely continues to exist. Therefore, a psychiatric evaluation
of Marjorie's mental status should be conducted prior to any reduction in the restricted measures


directed in this existing Behavioural Plan.
>Rosa has had staff engage in baking & doing food preparation with Marjorie on several occasions. Rosa


has staff prepare what items are needed and has the staff bring the items and baking utensils into
Marjorie's dining area to put the ingredients together, again, contrary to her Behavioural Plan.


>Rosa had signed up Marjorie for a cooking class and allowed Marjorie to eat what she wanted while at
that event, according to Marjorie, yet staff are instructed by Rosa to follow a guide line of what and how
much of a food choice to be given to Marjorie when either eating at the house or out in the community.


>Rosa has and continues to stand in front of the tv and has told Marjorie to go to her room to calm down.
>Rosa states that outings will need to be prior-approved for front-line staff to engage in any activities


with Marjorie and that Rosa will determine the length and places for such community outings.
>Rosa claimed that the pharmacy's computer system had been down when Marjorie again returned


home from her time spent in the hospital and, once again, Marjorie did not receive her prescribed


medications needed for her medical care and well-being.
>When staff are dealing with a minor issue with either client, Rosa will promptly and inappropriately


intervene where/when she is not needed. Rosa has instructed Marjorie that she needs to go to her
room (bedroom) to calm down. This is inappropriate and is completely unnecessary as staff have the
situation under control and Marjorie is responding well to staff's feedback.


>Behaviour Plan: the present situation is that Marjorie's current support model is based around
structured daily routine. Meals, hygiene, in-home activities and community outings are all based on a
schedule and include the support of familiar one-to-one staff. This makes Marjorie's world predictable


and secure.
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Rosa has placed herself into the role of the staff and institutes daily changes in Plans for Marjoire.This
is resulting in various behaviours resurfacing as Marjorie has recently stolen a necklace while on an
outing; a behavior that has not occurred for a long time.


Susan Whitehouse:
>Rosa has commented that the Behavioural Plan written by Mike Engel, Behaviour Consultant, is for


"newbies". Rosa has instructed staff to continue to re-enter Susan's suite when she is in a state of


heightened escalation.
>Rosa implemented a new daily schedule for Susan and instructed that her tv goes off each night at 11


pm.
>Susan's freedom to routinely buy a package of cookies, or a package of licorice, from the Dollorama


has changed as Rosa has now placed limits, as well as restricted Susan's ability to buy a pop to have


in her personal suite, when she chooses.
>Rosa has restricted direct care supports from the ability to plan or be spontantious with Susan for


community outings.
>Rosa will take Susan out for personal items to be purchased, such as clothing and/or things for the


suite. Susan has stated numerous times that Rosa bought this or that, rather than what used to be told
to Susan when presented with new items for her suite which was that those items came from the House.
(*The premise of this recommendation was so no specific staff was identified by Susan as gift-giving.)


>Behavioural Therapist Plan - staff have followed these plans meticulously and no follow-up by Rosa


with the therapists has occurred.
>Rosa claims that Susan has told her that I have refused to take her out. Staff confirmed that Susan had


not said this at all. Rosa was told to read case notes pertaining to the shift for the reason why Susan
had not been taken out, which, in short, was for safety reasons and to follow the Behavioral Plan.


Additionally, the following concerns need also to be submitted for your review and consideration:


Confidentiality:
>Online Team Portal - Excel Spreadsheet lists all staff, courses and training modules with personal


scores visible to everyone.
>Inaccurate courses are listed under individual names as well as final test scores and dates and times


of courses are inaccurately recorded.
>Courses and training modules that have been taken are not listed under the appropriate staff name.
>Client's case notes are being routinely completed off-site regularly.
>Policy Binders presently are not printed and available in office, only on-line.
>Medical Binders presently not printed and only available on-line.
>The on-site computer resources remain chaotic as there is no organization or structure and computer


often fails to operate correctly.


Financial:
>Group Health Benefits: no short term, no explanations, no booklets/info sheets, no information at all.
>Sick days not paid at full 8 hours but rather, we are penalized and paid at a lower pay rate.
>Pension Plans - staff names have not been submitted to the MPP to-date.
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>Staff do not have policy contract in hand after being signed up, as well as no job descriptions or Union
Manual on-site and readily available.


>Pay Statements - deductions are not being taken off for the MPP while other staff have deductions
taken off and they have not even completed their probation period.


Managers:
>Former Manager, Meredith - suffers with alcoholism - known to Bill for 20 years - was calling staff


intoxicated, threatening harm to staff. Meredith was finally removed as Manager from the Blenkinsop
Residence but instead transferred to work at 1102 Craigflower; her previous worksite with Abilities.


>May 2019 to November 2019 - there was no Manager/Supervisor for Blenkinsop House.
>New Manager, Rosa Toste, states she has almost 20 years professional experience in mental health


and addictions and supports those with eating disorder & poor self-image. She has permission to do
her video counselling on-site at the Blenkinsop House which infringes upon the rights of our two clients,
Marjorie and Susan's freedoms as Rosa uses the only staff/office area with a closed door to conduct
her on-line client sessions.


>Rosa shared that she is gay and wanted both the residents to know as well as all staff. Rosa was
advised not to let Susan know as she is very vocal of being uncomfortable with "gay" people.


>Rosa removed a small two seater couch from the staff/office room and made it very clear that she would
not allow staff to have a conversation without her nearby as she would ask if we are gossiping. It
became very uncomfortable to be at work while Rosa was on the premises. The moment staff arrive
on-shift and choose to engage in any conversation with other staff members, Rosa immediately calls
for "all humans" to come into her office immediately. .


Medication & Protocol & Client Care:
>Co-coordinator re-organized personal client binders with procedures of protocol and clearly states


instructions for PRN's are to be documented in RED ink, however, Rosa has instructed staff that PRN's
are to not to be signed in RED ink.


>Rosa put a message on Teams that she is to be contacted prior to any PRN being administered.
>Rosa has directed that she is to be notified first for approval to call an ambulance, under any


circumstances.
>Rosa has stated that she consulted with the Doctor and has switched times of the day for the Metamucil


to be given. Rosa said it was in error that the Metamucil was being given as per the time and instructions


of the MAR sheets.


Schedules & Shifts:
>Schedules are not posted on bulletin board routinely and, when posted on bulletin board or on-line,


often do not have the correct staff's name to coincide with the posted shift.
>Selected staff are scheduled for weekend shifts of 16+ hours  without being paid overtime and


regardless of any seniority established.
>Staff that routinely work the 16 hours shifts have agreed not to be paid overtime as a private deal with


the CEO.
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> In November 2019, I was interrogated of the reason why I had not taken Susan out on a previous
outing? Rosa started out by saying Susan had stated that I "refused to take her out". I informed Rosa


>Staff that routinely work the 16 hours shifts have also worked additional shifts right before and/or
immediately after their "regular" 16 hours shifts, some in excess of 32 hours or more straight. This
condition is not only unprofessional it is extremely unsafe as staff will be impaired when administering
medications, driving clients, etc due to their excessive hours worked without rest or sleep.


>Seniority list is not updated as well as inaccuracies in recorded start dates and hours worked are


represented.
>CEO repeatedly states staff name and their reason of booking off a shift when attempting to fill a shift


and asks everyone to respond yes or no to their availability in a text message to him.
>CEO will often send a separate and private text to certain staff to fill a shift without any further


notice/update to other staff or the residence team as a whole.
>There is no record for everyone to see what shifts everyone is working and it is clear that shifts are


being given to certain staff as well as different rates of pay, as per the private discretion of the CEO.
>Some staff are not expected to do anything on their shift yet these same staff are not the core staff and


repeatedly do not comply with the duties/responsibilities required like the core staff are expected to do.
>Rosa (Manager) has worked shifts in lieu of filling shifts with available staff.
>Excessive hours continue to exist.  For example, in February 2020, Ashley worked 24 hours


continuously and on 29th February 2020, Artemius worked at Craigflower for her regularly scheduled
16 hour day, then worked at Blenkinsop the 11:00 pm to 7:00 am shift, and then returned back to
Craigflower the morning of 01 March Sunday 2020 to work another 16 hours of her regularly scheduled
weekly shifts.


Stephanie was trained by Artemius. Stephanie is the new staff hired to fill shifts on Sundays and
Mondays and she was scheduled to be working 3 pm to 11 pm with me.


>Rosa has called me into her office on numerous occasions to discuss co-worker Stephanie stating that
she has high anxiety and requires my help with caring for the clients she is assigned to be working one-
to-one with.


>I have stated to Rosa that Stephanie has routinely received my assistance and support on several shifts.
For example, Stephanie has commented that she was uncomfortable to take clients out by herself in
the company van one-to-one into the community and therefore I had, for two weekends in a row,


completed all outings on her behalf.
>When asking for my help and guidance on an issue/concern, Stephanie would immediately return to


advise me after I offered my support that she had just spoken with Artemis, Bill or Rosa and would
proceed to explain to me the instructions/advice she was provided by them without regard to the support
I had just provided her. It appeared to me that she clearly did not value my support provided.


>05 January 2020, Rosa had Stephanie drive Rosa's car (with Alberta License plates) from the Hospital
and Rosa drove the agency van with a client back to the Blenkinsop House.


Patterns of micro-managing and harassment from being called into Rosa's office and being


questioned.
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my rationale was well documented is in my case notes. I followed the Behavioral Plan designed by
Mike Engel, the Behavioral Therapist. I then informed Rosa of my reluctance in believing that Susan
stated anything of the kind. Rosa appeared taken back and looked uncomfortable and it appeared Rosa
was aware that I believed she was fabricating this incident.


>Rosa had discussed with me the food choices that Marjorie could have when out for Christmas Dinner.
On December 25, 2019 Marjorie was in agreement to dine-out with an off-duty co-worker and myself,
along with our husbands and a friend, at a local restaurant for dinner.  Manager, Rosa, requested to
meet with me in her office a few days after this outing. Rosa claimed that I put Marjorie in jeopardy and
that it was a liability that I had taken her to the restaurant to be with my husband and the off-duty co-
worker, her husband, and a personal friend. I stated that I have been in this field of work for over 40
years and that it is all about "inclusion". I stated my respect for Rosa's position as Manager and
acknowledged she is only doing her job but that I wished to see such a policy provision in writing. Rosa
informed me that she believed I had become defensive to which I again stated that I wish to see such
a policy in writing. This has never materialized to-date. I further enquired with Rosa of her expectations
of me when I routinely take Marjorie to the Moka House or another coffee shop and if someone wishes
to join us? Rosa said I would need to text her to be given direct approval. Respectfully, I advised Rosa
that I would not comply with this directive as Marjorie has the right to choose her own preferences and,
as a staff member, I am there to keep her safe.


>On December 31, 2019, I worked my regular 3 pm toll pm shift with another co-worker. Rosa had
bought a bottle of sparking juice for staff and clients to usher in the New Year.  Resident, Susan,
declined to have any of the sparkling juice. Marjorie however, was not offered any as the
night became busy and it was forgotten about,  and she was already fully engaged in her
established routine of getting ready for bed. Staff remembered about the bottle when entering the
main office to get an item for Marjorie that was located in the main office closet. At that moment, staff
remembered about the bottle and party hats as those items were sitting on the filing cabinet just
outside of the closet where the Marjorie's personal items are kept.   Staff called the Marjorie into
the office and placed a party crown on her head, while Marjorie held the unopened bottle to her mouth
and a picture was taken. Nothing more was said about it and both staff each had a glass after Marjorie


retired to her bedroom for the night.


31 December 2019 - Night shift - Staff - Leigh Ann worked:
>The following day, Rosa made an unannounced visit to the residence and immediately asked Marjorie


if she had had any of the champagne. At that time, I was currently with Marjorie in her dining area and
explained to Rosa that a picture had been taken with Marjorie with the New Year's hat on and posing
with the bottle. Marjorie complied with Rosa's request to meet with her in her office. Then Rosa
requested to meet with me in her office and asked what happened that night. Rosa said that Marjorie
stated that I and Michelle had drank it. I immediately told her that this was not factual at all and, as a
matter of fact, Marjorie was in bed when staff each had a glass.


>On January 4, 2020, before 7:00 am, Rosa called the Blenkinsop residence to speak with me
concerning this overtime shift instructing me that "I" was to pick up the groceries from a specific location.
My co-worker Georgia immediately spoke up and said she knew of the location and she would get them.
I mentioned to Rosa that Susan had commented to me on the previous Thursday that her Sister was
coming on that Saturday. Rosa chuckled and said that no, "that's just Susan talking" but she would text


Sheron and would text me back to advise of otherwise.
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> Rosa did not text any messages and Sherron arrived unannounced leaving staff with no time to prepare
1 Susan for this outing with her sister. As Marjorie had needed extra care for personal hygiene, I was
busy assisting her and completed the care required. When the door-bell rang and Sheron arrived, I
expressed my apologies for not having her sister ready to go on their outing. During this time frame,
co-worker Georgia offered to go get the groceries and I had proceeded to assist Susan for her outing.


05 January 2020 at 5:46 am:
>Rosa wrote on the on-line teams communication thread: "Hello, Wondering who picked up


the groceries as I called and gave instructions for Cathy to pick them up as Georgia had the
outings this morning Saturday and thought it would balance out outings for the shift. Please
PM me directly and let me know". Respectfully, I did not respond.  On January 7, 2020,
Rosa requested to meet with me in her office whereby she asked "who" picked up the
groceries? I reminded her that she said she would text in regards to Sherron arriving on that
Saturday but that no text had been received from her and Sherron had in fact arrived to take
out her sister. No further discussion about the groceries occurred that day or since.


>On January 17, 2020, I was called into the office and advised that Artemius, Amanda and
Marjorie had been asked of what occurred the day before. Manager, Rosa, stated that Marjorie
informed that I stated to her it was none of her business! I immediately stood up and advised
Rosa that I was leaving the worksite. I was deeply upset as I knew it was a set-up. Rosa stated
that, as a Manager, she has to talk to everyone to understand what transpired. I stated that I
am indeed a professional and I have never yelled at anyone, and for a fact, the conversation
which took place had not became any louder that normally conducted at shift change. I also
stated that I have never spoken to a client in such a manner, and, for a fact, I had not said
anything to Marjorie at all while conversing with Artemius. Rosa stated that she would also be
following up with co-worker Michelle, as she Rosa said she had also spoken with Amanda. We
all entered the staff room, where Artemius was sitting at the desk. Amanda and Michelle were
present as was the Manager, Rosa. I spoke up after a listening to a bit of dialogue had been
shared about shift-change. I stated directly to Michelle & Amanda that I was sorry if I had
caused them any grief for my actions from the day before when talking to Artemius, as I had
been spoken to by Rosa and it was reported to her that I had been yelling and had told Marjorie
that it was none of her business. Artemius remained standing up, listened and did not speak a
word as she claimed no ownership nor acknowledged any responsibility in the situation.
Artemius's facial expression appeared as though she had enjoyed hearing my comments
whereby I willingly accepted ownership of the situation, despite her fabricated disclosure of my
conduct. Michelle had just arrived to work and was unaware of my reasoning for apologizing
and, when it was explained to her, Michelle expressed her anger and frustration that I had been
called into Rosa's office, upon my arrival for my shift, prior to our staff shift exchange, in order
to have a discussion of what occurred the day before, given her knowledge that the allegations
made were certainly unfounded and untrue as she was there and witnessed this interaction
between Artemius and myself.
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Favoritism:
On February 7, 2020, two other co-workers were scheduled to work that afternoon/evening shift. One co-
worker, Stephanie, had booked off the day of the shift. CEO, Bill, put out a thread to fill her shift. It became
known that afternoon that Artemius had been previously booked to take Susan out for a show at the
McPherson Playhouse - Abamania. As well it later became known that Artemius's partner, Leighann
Rowlandson was to be picked up in the Company Van that Artemius would be driving and that Rosa, the
Manager, was meeting them for dinner at a Chinese Restaurant in China Town. (NOTE: *Artemis &
Leighann developed a relationship in late August 2019 while both of them were working on- site at the
Blenkinsop Residence. Additionally, Leighann was not paid for that time yet was allowed to be picked up
in the company vehicle and able to go out for dinner and even attend the evening performance of
"Abamania". Is this not a liability? Double standard? Unprofessional? And, Rosa, the Manager, joining them
for dinner? Very odd conduct!)


Artemius and LeighAnn on-going behavior/conduct:
>One would be scheduled to be on-shift at the Blenkinsop house and the other partner would


arrive and stay for the entire shift. They were reported to Bill with dates and times for their
inappropriate behaviours that caused other scheduled staff to leave their shift due to the stress
and discomfort experienced. Artemius and LeighAnn chose to interact only with one-another


while completely ignoring the client that was in their direct care.
>Artemius was paid extra to plan out the staff schedules for the months of July through to


September 2019. CEO, Bill, refused to listen to any staff with complaints regarding not being
called for extra shifts, as Artemius, former staff Sarah, and LeighAnn, would take all of the
available shifts for themselves. Additionally, Bill completely ignored all reports of Artemius and
Sarah switching shifts and not documenting the switches in the staff schedule. Bill allowed
Artemius and Sarah to work overtime on stats even though other staff were available and could
have worked the shifts without overtime, but were never contacted by Artemius so she could
manipulate the schedule and work the shifts herself. Bill was always aware but choose to not
to do anything when told that there was no documentation of how and when shifts were being
filled.


>Since September 2019, Bill has allowed Artemius to store her household furnishings in the
garage, located at Blenkinsop, to save her money as she moved in with LeighAnn.


>LeighAnn resigned from the Blenkinsop residence verbally but Bill did not update Blenkinsop
staff and therefore staff at Blenkinsop had no official notice provided. On December 31, 2019,
LeighAnn accepted to work for the night-shift at Blenkinsop.


>Artemius was approved by Bill, she claims, to arrive late for her Monday 3 pm to 11 pm shifts,
as she was coming to work after her classes. It was confirmed with Bill that he said she would
be there for 3:15 pm. However, Artemius would arrive as late as 3:40 pm, with no regard for
the client that was scheduled monthly routine appointments with her community Social worker
at 3:30 pm.


>Bill was also notified that Artemius & Leighann had left the premises of Blenkinsop but claimed
full hours of work on their time sheets. Artemius claimed all hours, on numerous occasions, for
each shift that she had arrived late and left early. LeighAnn was never late but had left early
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a few times and had claimed all hours as worked. These conditions, as well as notably on
statutory holidays were brought to Bill's knowledge for which nothing has ever been said or
done to alleviate further instances of same.


For many months now, myself and other staff members at the Blenkinsop Residence have endured
conditions, abuses, unprofessional conduct and slanderous/liable statements and behaviours for which our
Manager, Rosa, and our CEO, Bill, appear to have no intent on correcting. This is primarily because it is
believed they are directly responsible for instigating and perpetuating an unbalanced, unhealthy, and unfair
work environment at this residence for the sole purpose of "cleaning house". It is certainly no secret to
anyone that Bill holds me personally responsible for all his "troubles" at the Blenkinsop Residence. The
truth is that Bill has created these conditions all on his own and at his own discretion, with little to no regard
for anyone but himself.


Currently, there are at least two other employees who have been elected to engage medical leave. Their
situations and conditions will no-doubt echo many of the same conditions as detailed in this formal
complaint letter. It is further understood that additional staff members are either considering a medical leave
or contemplating terminating their employment with this Organization completely.


To add insult to injury, CEO, Bill, has advised that the staff at the Blenkinsop Residence are to be cross-
trained and that we will all be expected to accept shifts at whatever residence we are scheduled. Again,
this is unfair and unnecessary as all of the staff were hired specifically for our scheduled shifts at Blenkinsop.
Rather, Bill has publicly stated that he "doesn't care" and if staff are unhappy about this new condition of
employment, then we can all seek employment elsewhere. At no time has Bill engaged any of us in open
dialogue, feedback or recommendations concerning this new employment condition. It is further believed
that Bill's only intent on stipulating these new employment conditions is to create further stress and anxiety
for the staff of this residence in the hope that we will all willingly walk away and terminate our employment
tenure with his Organization. Unfortunately, this appears to already be on the minds of some staff and is


certainly anticipated to be realized in the days and weeks ahead.


06 February 2020
Message from Bill on Teams: To all Staff - Cross Training and Schedule Changes:
"Beginning on March 2, 2020, the Blenkinsop staff schedule will be changed to align with the other
schedules currently in use at Abilities' other residential sites. This change will be followed by a process of
"cross training" at our other locations. This is an operational requirement respecting article 7 and 15.5 of


the collective agreement.


Over the next week I will present each staff member with their schedules. For example, if you currently
work 40 hours, you will retain those hours, (Rosa and I will work to ease this transition.) NB: I am reviewing
the necessity of having two staff on site after 9 pm. A number of staff have suggested that this is not
necessary. It has also been brought to my attention that a number of staff have taken it upon themselves
to make this change on their own. Bill"







cc:    Ms. Shireen Clark, President - CUPE LOCAL #374


Catherine Maguire
Mental Health Worker (FT)
ABILITIES COMMUNITY SERVICES
Blenkinsop Road Residence


At present, CEO, Bill, has provided all Blenkinsop staff with their "new work schedules". Having said this, I
have to-date received nothing at all from Bill or from Rosa with respect to my new schedule, despite the
fact that I am currently off on a medical leave. Furthermore, as of February 28, 2020, I find that I have now
been locked out of the Organization's website portal so no longer have any access to read messages that
may or may not affect me directly and personally as an employee. This further demonstrates the length to
which Bill presents disrespect and disregard toward me personally and, although his most recent actions
do not surprise me in the slightest, it is further indicative of the narcissistic personality for which he has
continuously demonstrated toward me over the course of my employment tenure, since commencing my
employment back in May 2019.


There have been no further communications between Bill and myself since 18 February 2020 whereas I
asked for the ROE to be mailed to my address. To-date, Bill has not provided me with a copy of my ROE
required, other than to send me a picture of it via a text message, which is unacceptable for submission to
Employment Insurance at Service Canada. Given Bill's continued behaviours toward me, I have been
further victimized by his inappropriate and unprofessional conduct as an employee of his Organization.
Even more concerning to me is the lack of regard and obvious concern he has demonstrated for the care
and well-being of our residents, Marjorie and Susan, who have also been highly impacted by these on
going conditions and circumstances identified in this correspondence. Given the magnitude of these
conditions and the consequences it has meant for numerous individuals, especially our clientele, I have
elected to detail my concerns in this correspondence to you directly and immediately. I have further issued
reports to our Union Local #374, in addition to Employment Standards, and Human Rights. I have reserved
the right to consult with legal representation as well in defining my role, responsibilities and options available,
given these unpleasant conditions inherited.


It is my sincere and genuine desire that CLBC will indeed take a strong and determined perspective in fully
investigating this Organization, its leadership and the outcomes experienced by staff and clients alike. It is
further anticipated that a full forensic financial audit will be conducted immediately to ensure proper
administrative procedures and management of funds. I look forward to hearing from you directly, at your
earliest convenience, and truly appreciate your astute consideration and attention to the matters brought
forward to your attention via this submitted letter of official complaint.


Respectfully yours,
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From:CLBC Complaint Resolution CLBCEX <ComplaintResolutionCLBC@gov.bc.ca>
Sent:Thursday, March 05, 2020 4:13 PM
To:SNOOPS57@TELUS.NET
Subject:FW: Complaint Received


Hello Catherine,
I am writing to confirm that the CLBC Board has received your complaint and that under CLBC's Ethical Reporting policy
we will be following up with this complaint in collaboration with our CLBC local office who is responsible for the
contracting an oversight of the agency's CLBC funded programs.  CLBC respects the need for reporters to have
anonymity so that you will not suffer any repercussions. We will keep you apprised of our progress on this matter and
will be in touch if we have any further questions.


Thank you for taking the time to explain your concerns about this service provider.


Sincerely,
Linda Nicol
Practice Analyst, Quality Assurance
Community Living BC (CLBC)
7th Floor -1200 West 73rd Ave
Vancouver, BC, V6P 6G5
604-664-7812 Complaints Line


1-855-664-7972 (Toll Free)
604-664-0765 (Fax)
Linda.Nicol@gov.bc.ca


www.communitylivingbc.ca


Lives filled with possibilities in welcoming communities


CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE: This message and any accompanying documents contain
confidential information intended for a specific individual and purpose. This message is private
and protected by law. If you are not the intended recipient, you are hereby notified that any
disclosure, copying or distribution, or the taking of any action based on the contents of this
information, is strictly prohibited


Cathy Maguire





